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ABSTRACT
This packet of five learning modules on miscellaneous

topicf is one of six such packets developed far apprenticeship
training for millwri4hts. Introductory materials are' a complete
iisting of all available modules and.a supplementary reference list. '

Each module contains some or all of these components: 2oal,
performance indicators, study guide (a-check list of eteps the''
student should complete), 00vocal?ulary list, an introduction;

iinformaton sheets, assignment .steet, job sheet, self-assessment,
self-asiessment. answers, post-assessment, instructor'post-assessment
answers, and a list of supplementary references. Supplementary
reference material May be provided. The five training modules cover
foundations fdr. machine installationi,, alignment of newly Fnstalled
equipment, protection of electrical circuits, tran'sformers,bod trade
terms. .(YLB)
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1.2

1.3
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SAFETY
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General Safety
Hand Tool Safety 4

Power Tool Safety, ,'

Fire Safety .

1. R , Hygiene Safdty
1.6' Safety- and Electricity
1.7 Fire Types and Prevention
1.8 Machine Safeguarding (incl6de0 OSHA handbook)

I .

ELECTRICITY /ELECTRONICS
.

2.1 iBasics of Energy
2.2 AtOmic Theory
,2.3 Electrical Conduction
2.4 Basics Of Direct Current

2.5 Introduction-to Circuits
2.6 Reading Scales
2.7 Using a
2.8 OHM'S Law
2.9 Power and WatesLaw
2.10 .Kirchoff's Ct5rent Law

2.11 Kirchoff's Voltage Law
2.12 Series Resistive Circuits
2.13 Parallel Resistive Circuits
2.14 Series - Parallel Resistive Circuits
2.15 Switches and Relays
2-.16 Basics of Alternating Currents.
2.17 Magnetism

(cMPUTERS
4

3.1 Digital Language
3.2 Digital Logic a

3,3 Computer Overview
3.4 Carer Software

WC(LS

4,1 Boring and Drilling Tbols
-4.2 Cutting Tbols, Files and Abrasives. ,

4.3 'Holding and FaAening Tbols '

.

4.4 Fastening Devices .
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4.5 Basic Science - Simple MechanicEi

4.6 Fasteners
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Machine and Welding Symbols
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5.7 Blueprint Reading, Drafting:' Basic Print Reading
5.8 Blueprint Reading, Drafting: Basic Rrint Reading

*Print5.9 . Blueprint Reading, Drafting:. Basic Reading

6.10 Blueprint Reading, Drafting: Basic ?tint Reading
5.11 Bluepi-ipt Reading, Drafting: Basic Print Reading
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5.14 Drafting, Machine Features
5.15 0d:rafting, Measurement
5.16 Drafting, VisUalization.
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6.2.

HUMAN. RELATIONS

Com'Munibations Skills
Feedback

6.1 Individual Strengths
6.4 Interpersonal Conflicts
6.5 Group itoblem Solving
6.6. Goal-setting and Decision-making
6.7 Worksite Visits
6.8 . Resumes
6.9 Interviews
6.10 Expectation
6.11 Wider Influences and Responsibilities
6.12 PerscoaliFinance

fil0fLERS .

7.1 Boilers - Fire Tube Types.
7.2 Boilers - Watertube Types
.7.3 Boilrs Construction
7.4 Boilers - Fittings
7.5 Boilers - Operation
7.6 Boilers - Cleaning
7.7 B9ilers - Heat Recovery Systems
7.8 Boilers .Instruments and Controls 0

7.9 . Boilers - Piping-and Steam Traps

TURBINES
k

8,1, Steam TUrbines - Types
8.2 Steam Turbines - Components
8,3, Steam Turbines - Auxiliaries
8.4 Steam TUrbines - Operation and Maintena9ce
8.5. Gas Turbines $
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PUMPS,

Pumps -:-Types and Classification
Pumps - Applications
rings Construction
Pumps Calculating Heat and Flow
Pumps - Operation
Pumps - Monitoring°and.Troubleshooting
Pumps -" Maintenance

COMBUSTION

Ccmbustion
Ctabu#tion
Combustion
Ccabustion
Cambustion

- Proce
- Types of Fuel
- Air and Fuel Gases
- Heat Transfer
Woody

GENERATORS

12.1 Feedwater - Types and Equipment
12.2 Feedwater -Mater TreafmentS
12.3 Feedwater - Testing ,

13.1

11.2

'AIR COMPRESSORS

Air ,pampressors Types
Air Compressors 7 Operation and Maintenance

14.1 Steam - Formation and. Evaporation
14.2 SteaM.- types %

14.3 Steam - Transport
14.4 Steam - Purification
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15.2
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-15.4
15.5
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"Installation - Foundations
Installaticn - Alignment
Circuit Protection
Transformers
Trade Tarns
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16.1 Linear - Measure
16.2 Whole Numbers
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16.3 Additional and SubtractiCh of Cannon 'Fraction and Mixed Numbers
16.4 Multiplication and Division of Common.Fradtions and Whole and

Mixed Numbers
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Compound Numbers
Percent
Ratio and Proportion
Perimeters, Pxeas and. Volumes,
Circumference and Wide Area of4Circles
Area of Plane, Figures and Volumes of Solid 'Figures

Metrics

t

HYDRAULICS

.Hydraulics
Hydraulics
Hydraulics
Hydraulics -

Hydraulics
Hydraulics'-
Hydraulics
Hydraulics
Hydraulics -
Hydraulics -
Hydraulics -
Hydraulics -
Hydraulics -

METALLURGY

Levet
Transmission of Force -
Symbols
Basic Systems
Pumps
Pressure Relief Valve
Reservoirs
Directional Control Valve
Cylinders
Forces, Areas, Pressure
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Maintenance'
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.4 MILLWRIGHT

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCE DIRECTORY

Note: All reference packets are numbered.on the upper right-hand.corner.of,the

*
Supplementary
Packet #

1.8
R.

12.2

12.3

12.4

Description'
a

Concepts & Techniques of Machine. Safeguarding, U.S.D.L.,
A

1

rr
respective cover page.

Correspondence Course, Lecture 1,'Sec. 2, Steam Generators, .Types

of Boilers,I, Calgary, Alberta,,Canada

jorrespondenceCours(, Lectuie 2, Se6. 2; Steam Generators, Types

'f-Bolkers II, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, C4nada (.

. ,

(
. . ,

Correspondence Course, Lecture 2, Sec.,2, Steam Generators, Wier
ConstrUction &Irection,-S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta., Canada

Corresponderwe Course, Lecture 4, Sec. 2, Steam Generators, Boiler
Calgary.; Alberta, Canada.

Correspondence Course, Lecture 4, Sec: 2, Steam Generators, BOiler

Fitting I, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

Rebated Trftining Module

.1.48

I

.0

Machine Safeguarding

7.1 Boilers,

7.2 Boilerl.
;

Fire Tube,

Water Tube Type
'e

7.3- Boilers, Construction

7.1 . Boilers,

7.4 Boi167:

.

12.5 . , Correspondence Course, Lecture 10, Sec. 2, Steam Generation, Bbiler° 7.5

Operation, Maintenance, Inspection, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, -i

Canada , '\

Course,
.

;

12.7 Correspondence Course, LeCture 3, Set. 2, Steam Generation., Boiler 7.7 Boilers Heat Recovery

Detailsr,S.M.T.,..Calgary, Alberta, Canada .
SysteMs

Boilers,

Fittings

Fittings"

Operation:

. 13.1' Correspohdence Course, Lecture 9, Sec. 2, SteaM Generator, Power

13.2 Plant Pumps, S.A.I.T., CaluarY,'Alberta, Canada

13.4

13%6

13.7

13,a Corte,spondente Course, Lecture Es, Sec.'

13.5 S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta, Canada

PUMPS
071 Types & Classifications
9.2 Applications

.
.

9.4 Calculating. Heat & Flow

9.6 Monitoring & Troubleshooting,
9.7 Maintenance

Steam Generators, Pumps, 9.3 Construction

9.5 Operation.
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Supplementary Reference Di'rec'tory

Page 2

Supplementary
Packet # Description

14.3

12.8

1

14 4

15.1

0,

1.5.2

15.3

15.4

'3

Correspondence Course,Lecture 6, Sec., 3, *Steam Generators, Steam

. Generator Controls, Calgary, Alberta, Canada

Correspondence Course, Lecture 11, Sec'. 2,'Steam Generators,

*Piping II, Calgary, Alberta, Canada'
4

correspondence CdursO, Lecture 1, Sec. 4, Prime Movers, ;& Auxil-

'Iari es , Steam Turbines, S.A. I .T: , Cal gary, Al berta , Canada -

Correspondence Course, Lecture 4, Se6.111, Prime Movers, Steam

Turbines I , "S.A: I .T. , -Cal gar,ji, Alberta, Canada

Correspondence Course, Lecture 2, Sec. 4; Prime Movers &
iaries, Steam,Turbine Auxiliaries, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta,

Canada

Correspondence Course, Lecturre 6, Sec. 3, Prime MoVers, Steam

Turbine Operation & Maintenance, S.A.I.T. , Calgary, Alberta,

Canada

.15..5 .Correspondence COurse, Lecture 8, Seca 3, Prime Movers, Gas

Turbines, S .A. I . T. , Cal gary , Al berta Canada

10.2

16,2

16.3°

17.2

,11 fisca.i le-S Fired with Wood & Bark Residues, D.D. Junge,

0.5.1f.', 1975

.urrespondpoce Course,cr lecture. 5, Sec. 2, Steam;Generato '.Fuel

Combustion, S.A. I .T. , Cal 9arY , berta, -Canada ,.
.
Correspondence Course, Lecture 5, Sec. 2, Plan
& Combustion, S.A.I.T., Calgary, Alberta,. Cana

,Fuel

11!

Related ,Training Module

404.3 Steam Transport;
7:8. Boilers, Instruthents &:

ControlI,t
14.4 Steam Purification

8.1 'Steam Turbines, Types,

8,2 Steam Turbinis, CoMponents.:

--' ..
8.3 'Steam Turbines, Auxiliaries ".'

8.4;,-Steam Turbines, Operation
& Maintenance'.

8.5 Qas..:T.urbines

/ '.

10.2 Combustion TY0esa,oi Rue+

10. ,-,Combusti 013 TYPesiOf

Correspondence Course, Lecture 12 3., Steam Generation., Water

"Fred tment, Calgary, Al be Canada.

Correspondence Course, Lecture 12,
TreaVent, Calgary, Alberta, Canada'

ec. 2, Steam Generation 11,4ter

. 4

Water
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, ,Page 3:
.

SuppleMOtarY. . .

Packet 4 .DesCrIptibn

3 ...CorreSporidence:.Cour&e; 'Lecture Sec . 2, Steam Generators, Roller

FeedwaterTreatment,,S,AtLL:Calgary,Alperta,:Canada.. /

20,.1

21.1

A

22.1

CorrespondeneeCourseij%tUre 2,.Set. 5; Electricity, Direct ti

Currp.)t. Machinp5, Calgary, Alberta, Canada

Correspondence Course.,. Lecture `4,.' Sec. 5, Elctricity, Alternating
Current,Generatots;'S,AA.T;,,Calgary, Alberta, Canada

,

Correspondence Courie, ecture5,- Sect 4,,Prime.Movers 8tAuxil=

iiries, Air Commssor. Calgary, Alberta,Canada
, *

,

Correspondence.Course,JeCture:6,..Sec-4, Prime Movers. & Auxil-

iaries; Air:Compressor0I, Calgary, Alberta, Canada

Eigsic El4ctronics:, POwer Transformers, EL -BE -Si

COrrespbndence Cciurse, Lecture 6, Sec. 5,'Electricity, Switchgear,

& CirCuit, Protective Equipment, Calgary, Alberta,

Canada

Cortespondence:Course, Lecture 10, Set.. 3, Prime Movers, Power

Plant Erection..& Installation, S,A.I.T.Calgary, AlbertaiCanada

Y. 's

)

A

Reslated Training Module

12.3 feedwater; Testing

-11.1 Generators, "types &:

Construction

11.1 Generators, Types &

Construction
18.2 Generators, Operation

1 Air Compressors:Type&

13.1 Air Compressors, -Types
3.2 Air Compressors, Operation.

& Maintenance:

15.4 Transformers

15.3 -Circuit Protecti:on

A.

15.1. Instatllation Foundations

Fr

: 12



4.0

RECOMMENDATIONS'FOR USINGsTRAINING MODULES
I1

The following pages 1,ist modules ,and their'correspOnding numbers for this
4t

particular'apPrenticeship trade. As related training classroom hours

vary for different reasons throughout t'e'state, we recoMmend that,

:the individual apprenticeship committees-divide Vie.total packets to

fit-their indiyidual'olass schedules.'

There are over 1.30 modules available. :Apprentices can-complete the

400whole set by the end of their indentured apprenttceships.. Some.

oprentices May already haye knowledge-and,hills that are covered

in particular modules. In those cases,- perhaps ctedit could be

granted for those `subjects, Olowingfapprentcies o advance `to the

remaining modules.

0
We suggest the 'the apprenticeship instructors assign the modules in

numerical order to make this learning tool most effective.

f

r

4'
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Tape 1:

Tape

A

SUPPLEMENTARY 4INF6RMAION

ON CASSETTE TAPES

Fire Tube Boilers - Water,Tube Boilers,
and BOiler;Manholes and Safety Precautions.

Boiler Fittings, Valves, InjectorS,
Pus and Steam 'Traps #

Tape 3: Combustion, Vler Care and Heat Transfer
and Feed Wat Types

. Tape 4: Boiler` Safety and Steam Turbines

1

NOTE: The above cassette tape's are intended as' additional
reference material for the respective modules, as
indicated,' and not designated as a required 'aSsignmpnt.

14
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Modules 18.1, 19.1, and ?0.1 have been omitted because. they contain
dated. materials,

0

15
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15.1

INSTALLATION -- FOUNDATIONS

11.*
.ommi..1111141mulmIPMENPImPmmlnimMiIIN

.1,

GQaI:
I

The apprAtice will be able to
describe foundations for mechirie
installation.

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe test holes.

2. Describe foundation footings.

3. Describe machine foundatilms.

4. Desci-ibe concrete and -concre4e

quality.

5. Describe curing of concrete.

6. Describe rebar.

i .

V
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.Study Guide

V

* Read the pal and performance indicators to find what is o"be learned from
package,

* Read the vocabulary list to find kne words that will tic used in package.

* 'Read the introduction and' information sheets.

* Complete the job sheet,

/* Complete self-assessment.

* Complete post-assessment.

1

k

2

1?

4

V
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* Baseplate

* Bearing capacity

* Course aggregate

* Tine aggregate

* Footings

* Grouted
-

"A-

* ,Pile foundation

* Portlandcement

* Raft foundation

* . Rebar

* Shims
do

* Test hole 416

I

d
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ntr6duct
a

.

Power plant machinery may'weigh many tons'or it, might be of smaller size. It
must be plated on a.solid base or foundation that will.noe settle or vibrate
when the equipment'is operating.

The underlying soil strata is most important in the.design of a foundation.
, Some extreme examples of foundation problems are found.in the peimafrost regions
of the Arctic and in the swampy regions of the Southeast. Without special
foundation footings, it would be the same as placing the machine on a giant

( mountain of jello. T1 vibration of he machine's woad work everything
downward. To overcome such problems, loiles are driven down to hard rock or
solid earth.

This package introduces the basic concepts of foundations for installation of
power plant machiney.

so,

ss.

t.,

p

-10
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fo rmat iOn
,

49#

.The, foundation of a power plant is very important. Because of the weight of

,power 'plant" equipmept, it must be. placed on solid soil. Any settling or

movethent of the machinery causes' problems in alignment and leads to ,bigger

trouble.*

Alp

Mt. Holes

Before erecting a. power plant, test holes should be bored deep into the ground
The underlying strata can be checked from the bore,samples. A foundation is

designed according to'the type of strata it is'to,be placed over. The following
values ,show the bearing, capacity of various soils. Bearing capacity is the
amount of weightAntons that can be supported by a square yard of soil.

soli, TYPE BEARING CAPACITY (TONS)

Hard lock 160

Hardpan 85

Hard clay 32 - 42

Fine wet sand 20

Soft clay / 10

Foundations -- Footings

The fdotings for the foundation wall increase the bearing capacity. If the

foundation is to be placed iri soft clay, it,would require.a larger footing.

'Raft foundations cover thevntire ground area with concrete= A pile foundation
is made by driying timber, concrete or steel piling deep into the ground. Pile
foundations arkcomMon in swampy areas and along marine estuaries. Steel piles
can be used whete'the soil is not too corrosive to the steel. Concrete pile can
be poured in place or precast and then driven into the ground. A foundation wall
and footing are shown .42,n the next page.

9

.

4

20
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Information
.4

Machine Foundations

Large machinery mat have a foundation that will att40$the ..vibtafionSAf ..:the
,. . . :

equilment and hold the weight of.the machine. Some itileal;m4i5hineS:,. 41:W.:have,
baspplates upon arrival at the plant. In this case the ilitS40.40.s.jeWitd*th; e : ,1

, vshims and then grouted into the foundation.
concrete to hold the machine in place.

1 .

it , -. -..,4.7...,..... -,-,..:A:,. .... ,. . .14 de , ;6 'f
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INSTFiUCT NAL:I-EARNING' s
.

I ,'

.--- ,

Large % machines are, ...Usually-. dismantled for shipment 'and rebuilt upon 'their

...rfOUndetions Each part' of the large machine must be leveled And lined' up during

ihis process,

,.CoOcr.ete:''.
e "e

A machine foundation should be constructed from, high quality concrete. Concrete

is a mixture of cement, :fine aggregate,, course ,aggregate and water. The fine

'aggregate,' is a f ine . sane Course ,aggregate is 'a , cruShed stone or washed river,

'gravel , that has been graded to size. Portland cehlent the most common type

q, used in 'concrete construction. Water for mixing concrete should. be clean and as
,

free of organic matter as 'Possible. Organic matter or silt will, prevent,. the,

cement' from binding to the aggregate, thus causing- a weak concrete .

The proportions of a concrete .mixture are stated 136 the ratio:,of cement to fine
, _

aggregate =to course "aggregate. For ex*mple', 1a 1:3:0' mixture contains one 'Cubic
0

foot of 'cement; three cubic feet of band and six, citiiic feet of gravel. The

following .mixtures are recommended:,

1:3:6 Concrdte 'floors

1:26 MAchine foundations ;
1:1:2 _Concrete columns and girders

. (

;

Curing Concrete
. ,

..
. ,

..,

Concrete -must be allowed to harden, and cure before it is subjected to its 641'.

load,. .. .The:,, wa*. must evaporate' f rOM -the 'H Concrete in order to reach its fill].

.:. ,- strength,.:- ..MOst of '. the water will eirapdrate during the-first week of : curing ,*
,i .

After. that4: the ;curing proceas will take p ce.O'ver several years-. Freezing:

extremely ''ory,:temperatures cause, premature drying , which weakens the concre

.Some 'tkp*t.idn,,Must be :given, to .concret to ovoid its damage by prematu

...,.7,::..'

4.-i,:,1:7
,Ini ,../. -: :ct

IV .

'.'11.H .. p: P ` . . I1

±1 '' ' if 'The smainit of. ')iebar to. be,',Used. will be Aetermined, by the bearing capacity
, . .

*0 '
1 ':

.inpeded. 7 )If La 14r0e mass, s 6 bp.:,tnstalled; the libber should be spaced closer

.C,:tog4ther,,. 6 j, ''': - ! :: :,. ...,:, 4 l o

1

1,,r,,, 1! 1 l If
.,

1 .

'-Reinforcement
...,

",`The bearing ;',:capacity Of concrete can: be greatly increased by reinforcement: .

,Steel bare, atel:normally uhd,..for this purpose-. These bars are called reber:-Or

r*intorcetiOnt litii, They ti,e the. concrete structure together in such a way. that

the;:'stresd.dihtributed over a large area rather than being on a small portion

''cgthe 'foundation. .- .:'.;' . '.,..: -'. i,- H! *

t ,

9P:i



41% Complete the job. sheet.

* Complete the self-assessment.

* Complete the post-gssessment.

0

bA

0
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Sheet
;

?

rI

O

I"

JEST CONCRETE $AMPLES

* Materials needed

Portland cement
- Fine sand

,

-- Mashed, gravel (3/4" minds)
, ° -4 Wheelbarrow 0

-° ShoVel ,c
3 forms 'made bf 1" x 4" nailed together in 12" square

,

* Mix and fill one fcirm with's 1:6:12 proportioned concrete mix.

PP

e

0

4

ti

* Mix and fill second form with a 1:1:2 concrete mix.

* Mix and fill third form with a 1:1:2 concrete mix and'placp welding ro d's
across both ends and down the sides for reinforcement,

,

* Allow concrete mixtures to''cure for.one week.
. ,

* Hit the concrete-squares with a hammer.

* Which ones are easiest' to break?
A

n

9

Ir 24
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Asseslosrriprit

Match the following terms and phrases..

1. Bearing capacity

2. Raft'foUndation

3. Test Thole

4. Steel piles

5. Concrete piles

Baseplates

7. Grouting

..'Shims

9 'Qourse aggregate

10. Fine aggregate

10

P

. Fine sand.

'B. Washed river gravel.k

'C. Concrete 'application to base-
s plate of machine to hol&it

in place.

D. The amount of weight in tons
that can be supported by 0
squane_yard of soil.

A hoie bored into the-earth
for core sample to determipe
bearing capacity.

F. Are subject to corrosion
some types of 'soil.

G. Used in le li4g machines p0
foundations.

Can be precast an8 driven..

I. Some machines have it attached
when they arrive at the
installation site.

Al

J. The entire ground,area is
covered with concrete.

16,
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5.

7.

10.
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ost
Assessment

4

1. What is meant capacity? ,

What is a common type of cement?

What does a 1:3:6 concrete mix mean?

Whit is a course aggregate?.

10
.

5. What is- the steel roa-or bars that are used to strengthen concretecalled?,

What is a major concern in using steel pile for footings?

0

7. List two methods of installing concrete pile?

8. What will cause premature drying of concrete?

9.' What is a raft foundation?

fi
4

'Or

10. What is a shim used for? 4

I

12

p

I
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Instructor
'Post Assessment
Answers

1. The tons of wejght,that will be+supported by a. square yard of soil.

w. 2. Portland

3. One part cement, three parts fine aggregate and six parts course aggregate.
a

Crushed stone or washed gravel

5. Rebar

, a,

rr

6. Corrosion of steel by theisoil

7. Precast and driving; pouring in place ,

8. Feezing temperatures or.dry atmospheric conditions

Ope'thai covers thetotal ground area

10. To level equipment on its foundation

0

1'1 ."^
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References r

Correspondence CoUrse. Lecture 10. First Class, Section 3. Southern
----------AMrtgIngtituteroflechnology. ,Calgary, Alberta, Canada.
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INSTALLATION -- ALIGNMENT

141

4

Goal:
a

The apprentice will be able to
describe alignment of newly
installed equipment.

a

1

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe small machine
alignment.

2. Describe turbine alignment.

3.. 'Describe shaft coupling
alignment.

4

4
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'Study Guide
4

Read the goal and performance indicators to find what is to be learned from
package.

Read the vocabulary list to find new words that will be used in package.

* "Read the introduction and information sheets.

Complete the job sheet.

Complete 'self - assessment.

* Complete post-assessment.

O

4,

31
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Vocabulary
*to

41,11110011111MINANNANERSINPAPION011/001414

..
N

* Driven

*. Driver

* Flexible coupling

* Feeder. gauge.

* Pin gauge

* Rigid coupling

* Spirit level

44- Stretched wire method

.,..>0041Cct.040.0.0.040C:00.0 00.0.4).C04>C40

< j
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°Introduction
Once equipment is set down on the foundation, a problem of "lining up" must take
place. A turbine must be .connected to its generator in a line or the shaft will
be stressed..

One method of "lining up" is to line up the bearings. Another type 'of lining 6p
is accomplished at the shaft couplings Where the two machines link together.
This package gives a brief overview of alignment.' In most cases,° experi4ced
installers will belining up the equipment at new installations. The material
in this package is intended to give the apprentice a geperal knowledge of the
alignment procedures. 4

.7

e4.
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rjformtion
When equipment is installed on a foundation, it must be properly aligned. If
not properly aligned, here will be a stress on the crankshaft that will cause
bending and breakage Vie. steam engine' must be lined up with its generator.
Compressors must. be li ed tip with the driving motor. The engine is the driver
and its generator is the driven machine. Alignment is the proper lining up of
the driver and driven, machines.

Small Machine Alignment

Set engiA on bedplate, level, bolt doWn and check alignment of crankshaft.
Match, up coupling faces,on engine crankshaft and generator. Use a fee_ ler-,

gauge, to deterinine if the two coupling facesare parallel.
Bolt the couplings together.

* Remove temporary supports from flyw and rotor.
* Use shims to line up the generator th the engine.

Outboard
Bearin

Generator

kFlywheel

rrN
-414111 11111111 11 111 loomsa:41 1.N:

Governor

Engine Cranks

Turbine,Alignment

Foundations for large turbines must be reinforced concrete. Separate foundation
blocks are poured for the turbine and alternator. The machine center line is.

determined and holes-are drilled,for hold-down bolts. The holes are drilled in
steel girders 'that tie the two foundation *blocks together. The bedplate is

Point

Gauge Feefers

,

5-
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Information I .

111111111111111111MINIMMINFIIIMINIMINOMINIONIMINIMINIMMI!

fastened to the foundation and leveled withsteel wedges. A spirit level is
.._..,.,u4sAL.,..ta..determine.-kthenthe..he4plateisieutl..Thmaahe: turbine

cylinder is installed along with the bedplate. Bearing alignment can be checked
by the stretched wire method. The shafts are removed and a wire is stretched
between the end bearings and weighted to hold it tightly in place. Intermediate
-bearings.can be checked for their relationship with. the wire line. Adjustments
can be made until all bearings are lined up. . Pin gauges and feeler gauges are
needed to measure fOr alignment...The foIldwingdiograms show how a spirit level
is used to level the turbine and the stretched Are method of aligning bearings:

Spirit Leve/
Stneight Edge

A

Pulley ElAli wire afro . It_ P

4 0 !IIll 11, III
1 4 dA

, fr;" A
:I -ii 7

...r ,

.,t,.-v. / ,
Turbine

End
Bearing
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Information
Shaft,CouplinkAlignment

----Shaft coupling alignment .will 'differ between rigid type couplings and
flexible type couplings. Manufacturers provide directions foie aligning
couplings of .specific machines. . Measurements are the most used method for
checking alignment.. Some manufacturers supply a coupling gauge.

1111 °A simple straight edge will show if the couplings are out of line. Readings

-\

must be made at 180 from each other. The straight edge method of' measurement
is shown.

k

Straight Edge

Straight Edge
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,kssignment

Read pages 15 - 25 in supplementary reference.

Complete the job sheet.

Cbmplete the self- assessment and, check answers.

Complete the post-assessment and have instructor check answers.

.9

8

MM.
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ob.:Sheet
MEASURE SHAFT COUPLINGS FOR ALIGNMENT

Use a straight edgeto measure across the couplings where two shafts are
linked.

Measure.bothstop and bottoth.

Are. the couplings lined up?

If a manufacturer's coupling gauge is available, use it to measure shaft
couplings for alignment.

Determine which way the machines.need to,be moved for lining up the
couplings.

c,



B.

Assessment
1. What is a driver.

2. --What--isadriven--machine.? a11-,--

i3. Which tool is used to determine if a bedplate is level?

4. 'Which alignment method is used to line up bearings?

5. List two types of couplings.
J.

V
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elf Assessment
Answers

00111M4%

1. An engine that supplies the power.

'
A machine that is turned-by-one power-of-the-driverv----------,---

3. Spirit level.

Stretched. wire method.

Flexible and rigid.

11

1.

r

,t
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Match the'. following terms and phrases...

.

0

1. Driver

2. Driven

A.. ,Used to measure, alignment of

couplings.
0

B. Used to measure alignment a
, bearings.

a. '-

3. Stretched wire method C. Used to measure level of
bedplate.

Straight edge method

5. Spirit level

to 4,

12

(1.

D. A machipe that is powered by
another machine.

E. A machine that provides the
power. .



Instruqcir
F'ost Assessment
Answers
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Supplementary
References

<

* Correspondence'Course. Lecture 10, Section 3, First Class.

Southern Alberta Institute of Technology. Calgary, Alberta, Canada.
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15.3

CIRCUIT PROTECTION

Goal:

The apprentice will be able to
describe devices used in protection
of electrical circuits.

6

I.
2

1

Performance Indicators:

1. Describe circuit breakers.

.2. 'Describe switches.

3. Describe contactors.

4. Describe fuses.
I

5. Describe relays.

3

4j
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Study Guide VP.
lkormavromadkommoarsmomommt

Read the goal and peilormance indicators to find what is to be learned. from

package.

Read the

Read the

Complete

Complete

Complete

vocabulary list to find new words that will be used in package.

introduction and information sheet,

the job sheet.

self-assessment.

post - assessment. .

2
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Vocabulary.

Air blast
Air break
Arc chute
Attracted armature relay
Axial blast
Balanced current
Blow-out coil
Cartridge fuse

* Contractors
Cross blast

* Direct acting trip switch
Directional relay
Distance protection
Double throw
Explosion pot

* Fusible, safety switch
Induction coil relay

*. Induction disc relay

4* High Voltage fuse
0 Multi-break

Oillmmersed
*. Plug fuse.' 9

Relay
Safety switch
Single throw

41' Thermal type relay
* Time-lag fuse
* 'Time-overcurrent relay

Unit protection

3

L

l

41,

4.

t

44
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ntro0 uction

Equipment can be damaged when electrical current exceeds_the load
which it was designed. Protective devices are used to shut off the

it has a current overload.

A circuit breaker breaks the current betweeil two contact points
circuit or overload conditions.

rating for

circuit when ,

under short
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nfo rmat ion

Circuit Breakers

Steam generation equipment uses ciE,,cuit breakers of the following types:

I. Air break type
2. Cil immersed type
3. Air blast type

Breakers up to 575 volts are usually air break types. Those with ratings in

excess of 575 volts are oil immersed and air blast circuit breakers.

Air Break Circuit Breaker

The lower voltage air *break type uses-a puff of air or an arc chute to control

the arc. Arcing prevents a sudden surge of induced voltage at the moment the

circuit is broken. Although the arc plays a needed part, it must be ,

extinguished so that the switch will not be damaged.

Oil Immersed Circuit Breakerp

The oil immersed circuit breaker uses oil to control the arc .and to help cool

the contacts. Oil serves.as an insulator and helps cool the gases from arcing.

Devices used in controlling the arc are called explosion pots. Many types of

explosion pots are used:

* Plain--has one fixed and one movable contact. The movable contact draws

the arc.

* Double chamberuses two chambers and the arc is swept from the upper

chamber to vent.

* Magnetic inserts -- extinguishes arc

The multibreak circuit breaker gives high

shunting each break with resistors. Oil

into two groups:

by. pulling it into pools of cool oil.

speed interruption of the current by

immersed circuit breakers are divided

* Low oil content breakers that use small quantities of oil.

* 'Bulk breakers that%requirelarge volumes of oil,'

An oil immersed circuit breaker is shown on the next page.

4
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Information
fP

A

Air Blast Circuit Breaker

a

The air blast circuit breaker utilizes a bik of air to remove ionzied tatter,
.from between the contact points. High velocity air blasts extinguish the are
quickly. The two types of air blast circuit breakers are the axial blast
and cross blast. .The axial blast circuit breaker enclosis the arc in the air
,stream and weakens it enough that the contacts can withstand the voltage. An
axial blast circuit breaker is shown below:

Mod contact

(a) Air
flow

Moving contact

6

4
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The cross blast circuit breaker opens its main contacts wider than the axial
blast type. A diagram of a cross blast type is shown in the following diagram.

Moving
contac

VI If
ror

An air blast circuit

,49

Air

flo
breaker is shown in the following photograph.

Fixed
contact

I-

11:

.'

Switches

.f." , .
#.41114.0"1!` 'A40

trs-t°.-

.

Switches are used to close off parts of electric circuits. A safety switch is
enclosed in metal and operated by an outside lever. ° Usually a safety switch is
used with fuses. When short circuits occur, the fuse blows. ,A

* fusible safety' switch, contains fuses. Switches may be obtained in single or

double throw units. Safety switches are available in 230 and 575 volt ratings.

.10
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nforrnation
mid

t

Contactors

Magnetic contactorb opens and closes circuits by a magnetic switch. These

contactors are used for automatic starting and stopping of motors of less .than

75' KW ratings. Contactors have a blow out coil that-helps to extinguish the

arc. Magnetic contactors are used on motors up to 75 KW.

/Large AC contactors are switched on by an operating mechanism which is triggered
by a solenoid coil. A triple-pole AC contactor is shown.

3

4

6

1 - Main Contacts
2 - Operating Mechanism
3 - Solenoids Coil

Fuses

4 - Blow-out Coil

5 - Arc Shield

6 - Auxiliary Contacts

P Fuses can be obtained in many sizes and voltage ratings. They are the most

simple fbrm of circuit protection. The replacement costs offusei is greater

than other types of protection. 4 problem with "single" phasing occurs when

only one fuse 16 blown. Fuses are appropriate to 1pw voltage syPtems. Fuses

may be purchased in plug, cartridge, gatzles and high voltage types. A time.,

lag fuse will tolerate excest voltage for a short period without blowing out.

r.
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Information
Trip Switches

Direct acting strip switches operate off of 'a solenoid or bi=metallic element
id, which trip the switch mechanically. Single phasing,is not a problem because the

switches are multi-pole units. Such trip switches are usually used on low
voltage systems.

Relay

Relays are used to.prqtect high voltage systems. These _devices/ are callbd
protective relays. Relays respond to changes in the electrical current and
trip circuit breakers or other protection devices. The relay performs the
selective function that determines when the breaker should be tripped. As
protective devices, relays are more reliable in preventing damage to equipment
by short circuit or overload conditions. Various types of relays are available
and are designed to trip under a given set of 'conditions. Some trip when
excessive current flows in either direction while others respond to one
directional current. Relays.mey be classified as:

** Attracted armature relays
* Induction. coil relays
* Induction disc relays
* Thermal type relays

The alcove relays are so named because of their parts and arrangement of parts
within \the relay system. There are too many types of relays to be described
.individually in this learning package. The basic connections of a, protective
relay'are\shown. In the following diagram.

- Current
trarMorwer

(cr)

b

Station bum.

Circuit
breaker

1111
2311111011111E

\Protected
cfrcWt

col

Relay

52

Potential
trapsforiotrt

(P.T!s)

Secondary
potential bus

lt
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Information
When one or more relays .are used to protect a circuit, it ie .called a

relay scheme. The commonrelay schemes are:.

Directional_ relays are used to protect equipment in which the current

flows in one direction, i.e. generators. The relay contact

respond to current flowing in a direction othei than the regular one.
; .

Time-overcurrent rel6i0R is used on low-voltage s ystems. Whep one

section of the electrical system is short circuitedor overloaded,, the

current will flow in from the parts that do not have a problem.. This

keeps the overcurrent in the damaged area so that other sections.are not

affected.

Unit protection relays compare current that enters and leaVes a specific

unit. This 'scheme protects against problems within the circuits of that

unit.

# Distance protection relays are set to trip according to the length of

line that the current travels through. It is based on the impedance of'
the line and ita relationship to the amperage and voltage placed on the

circuit.

Balanced current relays operate in a comparison of parallel circuits of

sof equal impedance. Problems,in one circuit will be detected by the.

difference between the two circuits.

10

ti-
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'Assignment
* Read pages 4 - 33 of reference and study diagrams.

* .Complete the job gheet.'

* Complete the self-assessment and check answers.

* .Complete the-post-assessment and ask the instructor to check answers.

li2

41
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O

heet
ANALYZE SPECIFICATIONS OF CIRCUIT BREAKERS

Obtain..manufacturers specifidationeJor air break,' air blast and oil

immersed circuit breakers.

Analyze

OPP

How is the arc controlled?
- What special features exist for arc control?.

- What is the voltage rating?

- What are the recommended applications for each type?

vot

12

i0
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Self
Assessment

A

1. Name three types of circuit breakers.

2. The type circuit breaker is usedup to 575 volt-ratings.

3. The type circuit breakers is used on systems with
voltage greater Tg171373volts.

4. The, circuit breaker uses an arc chUte or puff Of air
to control the arc.

5. The circuit breaker uses explosion pots to control the
arc,--------" a

6. List two types of explosion pots.

7. List two major grouplaf oil immersed circuit breakers.

8. The

of air to extinguish the arc.

9. What is a safety switch with fuses called?

O

circuit breaker uses high velocity blasts

10. List two relay schemes.

Vs.

13

0
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Self Assessment
Answers

4

. 1% Air break, air blast and oilimmersed.

2. At; break

3. Air blast or oil immersed

4. Air break

5. Oil immersed

4.

6. Plain, double chamber, double break, magnetic inserts

7. Bulk oil, low oil

8. Air blast

9. Fusible safety switch

1'

10. Directional, time-overcurrent, unit protection, distance protection,

balanced current

ad?

14

4
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Post
Assessment

S

1.1 List two types of 1.1r, blast circuit breakerp.

2. A switch that is enClosed in metal and operated by an outside switch
is a

3. A relay scheme that measures the differences between two parallel circuits
,of equal impedance is -called a scheme.

4. A relay scheme that operates when current flows in an abnormal direction
is called a relay scheme.

5. Direct acting trip switches operate off of a
bimetallic element.

6. List four types of fuses.

7. A blow-out coil is part of as .

or

8. An oil immersed circuit breaker that uses small quantities of oil is called

.a '
'breaker.

9. A circuit breaker that gives high.,speed interaction of current by shunting
each break with resistors is calldka
circuit breaker.

10. Oil inmersed circuit breakers control the arc-by use of

15

4.



Instructor
Post Miessment
Answers

Axial blast and cross blast

2. Safety switch

3. Balanced current

4. Directional

5. Salenoid

111

6. Plug, cartridge, time-lig, high voltage

7. Contactor

8. Low oil

Multi-break

10. Explosion pots

16.'
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40% Supplementary
References

.......-.-r1111111=1,111,0,111.10.11111.

2*. Correspondence Course. Lecture 7, /Section 5. Electricity. Southern

Alberta Institute of Technology. Calgary, Alberta, Canada.
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15.4

TRANSFORMERS

Goal:
ON.

The apprentice will be able to',
_describe types and applications'
of transformers.

1

Performance Indicators:

1.. Describe step-up and step-
down transformers.

2.. Describe tuons.ratio of
transformers.

3. Describe, shell type and core
type transformers. .

4. Describe'construction of.
transformers.

5. Describe cooling of.transformers.
6. Describe protection of

transformers.
7. Describe paralleling. of

40.1... transformers. .

8. Describe rating of transformers.
9. Describe loading of

transformers.

61
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it

Study alide
* Read the

.package:

goal and performance indicators .to find what is to'be learned from

Read the vocabulary list to find new words that

Read the introduction information sheet.

* Completq

* Complete

Complete

LL

4

the job sheet.

self-asieSament.

podtassessment..,

2

of

will be in package.

9

,62
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Vocabulary

4

* Askarel

Buchholz gas detector relay

* Cooling tubes

* Copper losses

Core type transformer

* Distribution transformer

Eddy currents

*. Histersif;

Iron losses

Kilovolt amperes kVA

Laminated iron core

Magnetic flux

Open-circuit test:..,;

. . .

PowerAransfOrmer'''.

.

* Pri.Mary:voltage

.

SeCondary coil

Shell type transformer

Short circuit test

Step-down transformer

* Step-up transformer

* Turns ratio
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Introdudion
Electricity is usually generated and sent through tranemission lines at high

Voltages. The voltage must be greatly reduced at the point of use of that

electricity.' The transformer is used to decrease or .increase the voltage of
.

electricity, depending ,on the need.

At the same time the voltage is changed, ,the
decreased. If the voltage is increased by a.

'decreased. Voltage decreases result in ainperage

liMperage is -iilso increased
trantiformer Ole- amperage
increases.

. "

Or
is

The transformer is widely used.. in equipment of high voltage and low voltage

capacity. It allows electricity to be delivered at voltage levels,that offer

safe and efficient machine operation.

b.

.o
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Information
Transformers/ change the voltage of an electrical supply. Step-up transformers

increase the voltages:- Step-down transformers decrease the voltage. those with

an output greater than 500 kVA.are called power transformers while those with

less output are called distribution transformers? Another use of transformers

if to change the phase of electricity.

Operation of Transformers

A transformer transfers energy by the use rif% magnetism. The primary voltage

)flowing intp the transformer enters a wire coiled about a laminated iron core.

This creates a field of magnetic flux which is transferred to the secondary-

coil. The secondary coil is another wire coiled about the iron core.

Elearical voltage is changed as it moves from t4p prigiary coil to the secondary

coil. Whether the voltage is increased or decreased depends on the ihumber of

times the wire is coiled about the core. The coil ratio between the primary and

seco9idary windAga determine whether it is a step-up or step-down transformer.

/'

The ratio of the coil windings is called turns ratio. The urns ratio is equal

to the number of turns (loops) or wire on one winding diva ed by the number of

'turns on the other winding: In the diagram above, the tu s ratio is 2:1. -This

means that the voltage ratio is also 2:4 in'this example, the primary is twice

the voltage of the secondary which makes jt a step-down transformer. A step-up

,transfoimer would appeatas the following diagram.
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Information
Types of Transformers

Most transformer's are of either shell type or core type. Many small
transformers are of the shell type. In the shell type the laminated iron core
surrounds the windings.

Secondary
Coils

Primary Coils

Laminated
Core

go

In the core type which is common with power transformers, the windings surround
/othe laminated core.

Low

High

Low Volta e
Coil

High Voltage
Coil

Cylindrical
Type 4 o11s

.laminated Cott
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Information
Constructi9n

The laminated core material is iron that has been cut into strips and laminated
together in a circular dross-section: The yindings.are made of copper wire.
The windings are separated from each.other and\ the core material by insulation.
The core size and copper wire size is determined by the density of the magnetic
flux needed foroa transformer rating. The core nd coils'are usually immersed
in an .oil filled case for cooling purposes.

Cooling

Some small rating transformers are cooled by'air. Most 'use oil for insulation

and cooling. A specially refined oil is used for this purpose. It is almost'
free of impurities and will flow at low temperatures. Lar p transformers have
cooling tubes which may be banked' as separate radiators usi g forced circulation ,,

of the oil:

Protection

Gas i formed when an electrical fault develops in the transformer. A build up

of this gas results in an explosion. A gas detector relay should be used to

detect the buildup of gas and 'prevent explosion damages. The

Buchholz gas detector relay sounds an alarm when gas is building up -in the

transformer. A non4Iammable insulating and cooling liquid, called Ask, arel, is
often used instead of oil for increaseefire protection.

Paralleling Transformers

Transformers can be hooked in parallel circuits if the voltage ratings are the
owe at the primary and secondary sides of the transformers. Also, the windings
must be very much alike in regard to resistance, reactance and impedance. The
polarity/ of the windings must be known before hooking transformers in parallel.

The manufacturer usually marks the leads to allow parallel hookups to be eaetly
made. The polarity.of the 'transformers must be the same.

Transformer Ratings

Kilovolt amperes kVA are used to measure outputs of transformers. This
measurement of the maxiMa current that the transformer can carry without
exceeding a given rise in temperature is called the rating.'

7

6?
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A

Information
immorimmi

et,

Loading

Some losses in efficiency are directly related to oading of transformers.
These efficiency losses are called copper losses. Iron losses due to hysterisis

and eddy currents are constant for all loads; The laminations, used in core

construction reduce eddy current losses. Hysterisis can be reduced by using

silicon steel in the core. Copper loss can be measured by a short _circuit test
in which, the secondary winding is shortcircuited and a reading (Watts) is made

on the primary circuit. e open circuit test is used to measure iron losses.
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.INSTRUCiloNAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

.

issignrrient
ot

e

Study the principles of transformers in any 'standard electricity teitbook.

* Complete the job sheet.,

Complete the self - assessment and check antoers. b

Complete the post-assessmeheand. ask instructor to, check answers.

.
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INSTRUCTIONALLEAVINGsysTEms

MEASURE RESISTANCE BETWEEN LEAPS OF A TRANSFORMER

S

* Obtain an ohmmeter.

Label each lead of transformer using masking tape. There are four leads.

Record the measurements:

1 to .2

1 to 3

1 to 4

2 to 3

,2 to 4

'3 to 4

1,5
* The larger L sistSnce wil1 have the larger numer of turns.

* The larger number ofturns is normally the primary winding.

* Which leads connect to the primary winding(

Which leads connect to the secondary winding?

10
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

fr

Assessment

I

6

Voltage is increased by.use of a transformer.

trensforOer.2. Voltage is decreased by use of a

3. Transformers with output in excess of WO kVA is ca d a

transformer,
. ,

1 Or
4. Transfiprmers transfer energy between the primary and secondary windings

by the use of .

The primary goinding has 25 loops of wire and the secondary has 5 lotps.,

What is the turns ratio?

6. List two types.oCtransformers based on their anntruction design.

Nt

Laminated core mdterial is

8. Winding material is

0

9.. A device to prevent explosions in transformers is called a gas

104, 4 is used in place of oil as a coolant because it

'offers more ,protection against, fire.

ft

1.
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Self Assespenent
Answers

.*

Step-up

Step -down

3.' Poircir- .

4.

5. 5:1

Shell, core.

7. Iron

8. Copper

Gas detector relay

10. Askarel

4
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

. What is the purpose of using Askarel instead of oil as a coolant for

transformers?

ik
Why is a Buchholz gas detector relay needed on a transformer?

3. What is the turns rata'

PRisolAsay

shown in the folflowing sketch?

gecoolAvter

4. A transformer with less.th '500 kVA output is called a

transformer.

5. What does 101 mean?

6. Iron losses are due to and eddy currents.

7. Iron losses can be measured.by a test.
0.

8. The laminations of tore material are necessary to control iron losses due

to
.

9e. Can transformers of unlike polarity be paralleled?

10. In a type transformer, the windings surround the laminated

core.

4
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Instructor
Post itkssessment
Answers

a

Fire prevention

Prevent' explosions from gas build up

3. 2:1

4. Distribution
1

5. 'Kilo volt-ampeie

.

6. Hysterisis

7. Open circuit test

. Eddy current

9.

10, Core type

te.
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TRADE TERMS ,

t.

e
4

' Goal
;.:

'IT

The apprentice will knowthe me4hings.094.
important trade terms and will W4btd. to
use those terms to conversp,wjth apers
in theJield., j 1711' . I' .

.' : Sit .1* 41:44'-'4,/,40:0. 4 .44,'
.,...

A.

k .4 A

1,1/ w c,4,4

'74
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Perfo
...^1 41.04004 soroo.
mance Indicators:

1. Demonstrate familiarity with the
definitions of important trade
terms.

4

V 0
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-trade terms in conversations.
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Introduction no)

.1

During yOur course of study, you will encounter many trade terms used in the
Millwright trade( While some of these terms will be new to you, many are used in
everyday life. To communicate with others in your field, it is important to'
learn the new nns and to become,' familiar with the precise definitions of more
commonly used t rms.

This package contains important trade terms, alphabetized for easy reference
-and study. You have already encountered most of these terms in other study
packages. You should strive to make these terms part of your own vocabulary.

.. v.' ,

: .4 ' i, .1;041,,e( :$'44` .sr v..
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Li.hAMNINU SY8T

4

S u y ui

F

Read the introduction to this mdule.

,"

Study the information sheetS which contain definitions for important trade
terms in the Millwright .industry. /

3. Complete the activities listed on the assignment sheet.

4. Complete the self assessment ond.check it with the,answer sheet.

5. Complete the post assessment.

6. Upoh completion of the post assessment; have your instructor check the result

1 ,

4

,

A... .4
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formation

-

4.

ACETYLENE: Gas composed of twojtarts of carbon and two parts cif hydrogen. When
burned in'an atmosphere of oXygen, ft'produces one of the highest flame
.emperatures availtble.

.:,ACET'YL'ENE REGULATOR.: A device foe controlling the' delivery of.acetylene gA§',At a
1..:'constant pressure regardless of any variation at the source..

,

,,ALIGNMOT: Proper positioning of equipment.
, -- ,.- ..

'ALLOY:%-,,In metallurgy, a substance that possesses metallio prOpertidsand is,
' composed of a combination of two or more eements of which at least one must be,'

aiptal.
.

,

, i'

4,LOY STEEL: Steel with one or more alloying'elements*otherthan carbon intention-
,yally:added. .

;ALPHABET OF LINES: Set of conventional symbols covering all the lines needed.
de0ct an object as to size and shape. i.

A

, /MEWING CURRENT (AC):" Electric current that reverses its direction at
,i,,

i --',regul ar-ti nterva 1 s .,:.:..... ..,, .,..tr:-.4, , -1, .' ;1- .f,., -!;. -.Y.t::---- ,e',. '..,,f,*. 1-,0'4,:-.:-.
.

'ALUMINUM: .. Bluishtiver-white,_ malleable, ductile, light, trivalent metallic
:- .,,-

,Owent.

,AMPERE: A unit measure for electrical curnOnt. ,

)C
4NCHOR1. ,Any ,:deyi ce used to .give1.5tabili ty, to-.one -patt.of - a ttructlirebr ipcuri ng\iit'i ;( It ::-f....--.: io

'It to a Fiore stable part of that structure. ,
. .

A

."'ANCHOR. §OLTSLEEVE: Piece of pipe or other material usda td isolate anchor,bolt
so itltay0e adjusted to fit base plate )oles in machineq.

'ANNEALING: Softening metals by beat treatment; most commonly consists of heating
the metalAAup to a critical temperature and then cooling.them sloWly.

ARC? Tlow of current accross a narrow gap; usually from the tip of the electrode
to the base metal. Pt

lZ

-RC BLOW: Magnetic disturbances of the arc which causes it to waver from its
1 'intended path.

.

.. ., .

RCH1WT'S SCALE: Rule diVided in o proportional feet dnd inches.; a fraction,t
. of an inch' is proportionally equal .\to one foot.

ow(



4CHITE6TOAL DRAWINGS: Graphic representation shown with lines and symbo.

e ARCHITECTURE: Art or tcience of designing and building structures.

ARC LENGTH: The distance from the end of the electrode to the point where the
arc makescontact with the puddle surface.

ARC VOLTAGE:- The voltage across the welding arc.

t

O

%

/

t

ARC WELDING: Joining together of two or more pieces of metal by the fusion process.

AUXILIARY VIEW; Viewing an object at right angles to a particular face to obtain
an accurate view of it.

AXIAL ALIGNMENT: Proper positioning of two shafts in relation to each other.

BABBITT: Metal alloy used to line sleeve bearings, bearings, shells and end-of-line
bearings. .

BACKFIRE: In welding, a short "pop" of the torch flame followed by an extinguishing
-of ..the flame orreignition by the hotmetal.

BACKHAND WELDING: Welding in the direction opposite the direction the gas flame
i s pointing. .

BACKLASH; .Play bepeen geor teeth that .prevents

BEAD: The.`pattern left by theirielting of the'parent metal by the welding torch
which may be .built up.iby,adding.ftller metal...

,

BEAD WELD: .Bead made by one elettrade.:.
BEb PLATE: Plate leveled aridt anchored to foundation on which machine base is` \II*

t.

BEET DRESSING: Substahce used to.'keep belts pliable to ensure a gripping` effect
and decrease slippage and -creeping.

BiNCH MARK (BM): Metal or stone marker placed in the ground by a surveyor with
the elevatldn indicated oh it.

,.. .; .,-,gt; .

BEVEL: .,Angullar cut Ode on the Vertical edge to allow better weld penetration.

BLOWHOLE: Void, hole -or cavity thrilled by trapped gas, dirt, grease or any other
foreign suipstance.. 4

BLVERINT: Copy of the original detailed drawing'.

-BOND: Junction of,:the weld metal and the Base metal.

BRAZCWELDING: 'Making an adhesion groove, fillet or plug connection with a
brazing alloy having a melting point- below that of the base metal but over 800

pdegrees F. ,

BRITTLENESS: EaseWith which a' metal 4,01 craclObr beak apiirt without
appreciable deformation,

AUTT JOINT; Weld betwpen twometarjoints on the same ,plane.

b0



CALIPER: Measuring instrument that can be adjusted to determine thickness, diameter
and distance between. surfaces.

CARBON STEEL: Jssentially, an alloy of iron and carbon.

CASTINGS:" Metallic forms which are produced by pouring molten metal into a mold.

CAST IRON: Commercial alloy of iron, carbon and silicon that is cast in a mold
and is hard, brittle, nonmalleable and incapable of being'hammer-welded.

CENTER LINE: A thin, brocken line used in working drawings to indicate centers
'ofob4ects or circles.

CLEARANCE: Amount the dedendum of a gear tooth exceeds the addendum of a mating,
gear tooth,

CONCAVE: A surface with an inward curve on its face.

CONCAVE WELD: A weld having the center of its face below the weld edges..
11111k

CONE: Inner visible flam shape of a neutral or near neutral flame next to the
orifice of the tip.

CONSTRUCTION LINE: A very light line used to initially rough in or draw.the
object (not ordinarily seen on finished and printed drawings).

CONTINUOUS WELD.'144 A weld which extends uninterrupted for its entire length.

CONTOUF LINE: A line on a map or plot plan resembling a similar imaginary line on
the earth's surface to indicate changes in elevation.

CONVEX: A surface with an outwird curve on its face.

CONVE4 WELD: A weld with the ,ace above theowild.edges.
. . . or ;V..; - :: s J. 'V,: .IA.

CORNER JOINT: A welded.joint formed by edges of,two pieces pf metal touching
each other at an angle ofyabout 90 degrees.

COUPLING: Device for connecting two cqpxial shafts so noe shaft can drive the
other shaft. ./

i-)CRACKING1'.'41term 'emitted' to 'then '81 offing

the valve immediately; done to clear the valve outlet.

CRATER: A depression at the termination of a weld. .

CUTTING PLANE LINE: One of the darkest lines,on a working drawing, it is used
to indicate an area' to be cut away to sho an interior view.

CYLINDER: Containei- used.to hold gases used inlwelding.

DATUM POINT: Point with reference to which elevations areme4ured or indicated,
such as a permanent bench mark.

DEPOSITED METAL: Metal that has been added by a welding process'.

:\\DETAIL: Drawing that gives complete detailed informs ion for an element of
\ construction.

'1)
$
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.DIMENSION: Number of.full units and fractions of units 'between two points.

DIRECT CURRENT (0C): Electric current flowing in one direction only and mostly
constant in value.

DISTORTION: The twisting or warping of the members of a structure.

DRIVE: Means of giving notion to a machine or machine part, such as a motor
.

.1.4;

.DRIVE TAKE-UP: Adj4table device used to,release tension onbelts -and chains so.
they can be replacdd or adjusted..

DUCTILE: Metal which can be drawn or stretched.

DUCTILITY: Propertylbwhich enables a metal to be bent, twisted, drawn out ot
changedin shape without breaking.

EDGE JOINT: A welded joint connecting the edges of two or more parallel or
nearly parallel parts.

..ELASTICITY: Property which enables a material to return to its original size
and/or shape after.an external, distortional force has been removed.

k

ELECTRODE: Metal rod which-conducts a current from the electrode holder to the
base metal.

ELEVATION: Drawings representing the fron, sides or rear face of a structure and
usually made as though the observer. were looking straight at it.

ENGINEER'S SCALE: Rule divided into decimals and/or tenths.

EQUIPMENT LEVELING: Setting equipment on horizontal plane inall directions.

FACADE: Front face of a bUilding.ty,.. ;).' t?; ^ '4, 4 . -...;..A %. .44

FA E OF WELD: The exposed surface of the weld..

FAST NER: Any device such as a nail, screw or bolt used to hold adjacent, members
together.

4.61gbd.*

;4.-

FATIGUE: Property which causes metal to fracture-under a repeated load which is *,

. considerably bel owAhe .tebstle,.strength-of 'the material .01/4,4

1114
- FEELER BARS: Bars or ords (cod or metal) of equal lengths used to check parallel

of shafts.
e

' V '! 'I.

FERROUS MENLS: That group of metals that consist mainly of the element iron.
4.1m:

FILLET WELD: ,Weld madein the angle formed between horizontal and vertical pieces
of metal.

uct

0 FLUX: Coating on the outside of the electrode; chemiCal used to OrOmoteIusion
. during the welding process.

FRACTION: One or more equal par' of a whole. .

FUSIBILITY: Quality which enab a metal to be joined with another. metal when
heated to a liquid state, such a weldi

Kiwi
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.

FUSION PROCESS: Process of 'heating metal to a molten state and'ailoNring itrto cool.

tir
GASEOUS SHIELD: Gas given off by the melting of the electrode flux.

GAS POCKETS: Cavities.in weld metal caused by entrapped gas.

GEAR: Form. of di s4 or wheel with. teeth around perimeter to provide positA drIve
by'meshing teeth with similar teeth on another gear.

GROOVE WELD:, Weld made in the groove that is formed by two beveled pieces of etal.

HAgENABILITY: Property which enables a'metal tosharden'completely through t
nter when.a heat-treatment method is used.

'HARDNESS': Resistance to penetration.,

HEAT 'Line showing depth of heat into the base metal.

'

',HIDDEN LINE: A medium.eight line, used in working drawings to define objects not ,f

visible to the eye.(hidden behind othersobjects). i

\

ADLER GEAR: Small gear used between two excessively larger gears when required
by shaft spacing; also used to change direction of rotation.

5/

'ISOMETRIC DRAWING: Simple drawing,which presents a "photograph.effect;" may cause
a slight visual distortion by its receding lines.

LAP JOINT: A joint in which the edges of the two metals to
one another. .-

LEAD: Cables leading frIN ground clamp and holder to the machine.

,LOWiARBON STEEL: Steel' containing 0.20% orless carbon.

:".:''`''" -11061ROGEN'eatTROot:"tTgetifigriigelerit;e%'sed.WiCk 441'44'
i is a potential problem.

joined overlap

LUBRICATE: To.apply grease or oil to control friction and -keep moving parts
operating with a minimumlof wear.

MACHINAIMLITY: Term whiO irilliptes. pit ease which , .tit, MOH
which.

)111. 1. S.' e ;. , tt .y, k..4, A,

MACHINERY MOUNT: Device that provides' support for machinery and has capability
of adjustment for level ing and aligning.

1

MAIN OBJECT LINE:: A bolchlie used to.outline generalushpaes; 4imin type of line,
used i,n working drawilps. )

MAINTENANCE: Upkeep pf equipmiit, to ensure trouble-free operation, quality
work performed, and increased life of equipment.

MALLEABILITY: Property which enables, a metal to be.peramently deformed by
compression.

AV
MALLEABLE1.,Capable,,pfibe'ing'made into a dlffrrent shape OW form.

'MALLEABLE CASTINGS: ,Cast form& otmetal which have been heat treated to Deduce,
their brittleness. ,"

sy
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6

. MELT THROUGH: The complbte penetration through the jointof the weld metal..

,METAL: Any of various opaque, fusible, ductile apd typically lustrous sUbstances
that areigood conductors of electricity and heat.

'MIC: Abbreviated term used for micrometer.
I 414\

MISCELLANEOUS ANCIOR: Any one of the various types of anchors or fasteners.

,MIXING CHAMBER: That part of the welding torch where the welding ga'ses are mixed
prior to combustion.

NEUTRAL FLAME: A ga's flame wherein the portion used is neither oxidized nor reduced.

4 NONFERROUS: Alloy with practically no Iran.
*

OBLIQUE DRAWING: Simiiar to, isometric drawings, rept the front surface is shown
,

in its true shape, , oo,

.

. V
OPEN CIRCUIT' VOLTAGE:' The Noltage between the, terminals of a power source when

no'current is flowing in the circuit.

ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION DRAWINGS: A system ordrawing in which the front, top and
side views of an object are projeCted to the paper to present their true shapes.

OVERHEAD: Weld that is performed from the underside of the joint.

,REAP: Protrusion of weld metal beyond the bond at the toe of the wQld.

XIDIZIN FLAME: Flame produced by an excess of oxygen in the torch Mixture,
leavi g some free oxygen which tends to burn the molten metal.

OXYGEN: A gas formed of the element oxygen; when it'very actively supports
Combustion, it is called burning; when it slowly combines with a substance, it

;,:.4.is.called

OXYGEN-ACETYLENE CUTTING: 'An oxygen.cutting.process wherein the severing of metals

is affectedby mean of the chemical reaction of oxygen with the base metal at'
elevated temperatures, the necessary temperature being maintained by means of .a.
gas flameobtained from .the combustion-of acetylene and .oxygen..

ocC ..

N: 1 e , ,OXYGENACETYLENE. WELDING : ng. process,.whareinJusion4sevro'duced'by
heating with a flame obtained from the combustion of acetylene.with oxygen with

) . or without the use of filler metal.

oxypEN REGULATOR:' ,A device.for controlling the delivery.of oxygen at a constant

,pressure regardless of any variation at the source. .

0:11

, PASS: Singletlongitudinal progression of a welding operation along a joint or weld

deposit.

PEENING: Mechanical working or stress relieving of metal by mean; of light hammer
.blows.

PENETRATION: Distance from the original surface of the base metal to that point

at which fusion ceases.

PERSPECTIVE DRAWING: These drawings resemble photographis images; objects appear
smaller as they get farther away.

*



PITCH LINE (PITCH CIRCLE): Distance from a point on one tooth of a gear to a
. corresponding point, on the next tooth; measured aloe the pitch line orcikle.

!

PLAN: In architecture, a diagram showing'a horizontal view of °a structure /such as

.

"floor plans and' sectional plans.
.

.

i
,

PLASTICITY,: Property in a. material whithpermits permanent deformation to occur
without rupture. , .

a

PLOT PLANS: Small scale a ings thatiresemble an airplane view of the property;'
theY show property lines, trees, dimension'S and public easements.

PEN WELD: Weld which holds two pieces of metal 'together, made in a hole in one
piece of metal which is lapped over the other.pieet the walls of the hale" may

'or, may not be parallel, and the hole may be partially-or completely filled with
metal.

POROSITY:I Presence of gas pockets or voids in the metal.
.

PRESSURE ANGLE: Angle fOrmed by sides of a tooth inclining upward at an angle
towardjthe center.

4 se
PUDlit.E+--Tgilortion of a weld that'is molten at the palce heat is supplied.

PULLEY: Wheel or rim with flat surface; used to transmit power.

REDUCING FLAME: An oxygen-fuel gas flame with a slight excess of:fuel gas (sometimes
called carburizing flame).

,RIPPLE: Lightly ruffled or covered with small waves.

RUN-OUT: Amount-ofThisalignment'on a rotating shaft as read by an indicator.

SAG: The downward drip of the molten weld puddle due to carrying too -large or too

SCALE: Indicates the reduction (or enlargement) 1.n size that,objectS are drawn to;:
the molt common scale for house plans is. 1/4" equals-one foot.

SCALE DRAWING: Drawing made to\a,size either proportIonally larger or smaller-than.
the actual size of the object represented.

.
4.t ..4.ep

SCHEDULES: Charts which help a builder locate door. and window sizes; doors and
windows' are referenced- on the plan (given.a number or letter), then the, number is
identified on the schedule with the desired information.

SECTION; Drawing of an 'object that has;been cut to show internal con'Struction.

,SECTTbN LINE: Thin parallel linesin working drawings used to indicate an area
cut away to'show the interior.

,)

SHEAVE:. Grpove'd wheel'or rim used to transmit power by means of a belt,'chain,
rope or barid over its rim.

SHIM; Piecelbf material used under bed plates and machinery for leveling.

SHOP DRAWING:' Plan'showing detailed specific

SLAG: Nonletalliceporous material trapped in the weld, meta) or beieWeen the.weld
metal wig the base metal-: ,

i
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SOLE PLATES: Lower plate on which some equipment is set and leveled.

SOLVENT: Liqiild cleaning fluid used to.dissolve or eliminate unwanted materials.

SPARK TEST: A metal identification test where metal sparks are created by grinding
the sample.

..,

SPATTER: 41t1 arc and gas welding, the mental particles expelled during welding

which do not form a part of the weld.

SPECIFICATIONS: Detailed set of written instructions which oast the quall and
type of materials needed, the basis for bidding and'the methods of fabri ation
as intended by the architect; becomes a legal document and part of the binding
contract.

SPROCKET: Toothed wheel shaped so as to engage with a chain.
W 0

STICK WELD: Term used for arc welding..

STRAIN: Deformation resulting from an external force polled to the Material.

STRENGTH: Resistance to deformation.

STRESS: Internal resistance to an external force oripac1\

STUFFING BOX: Type of seal used to control leakage at the olnt a rod or shaft
enters an enclosure that is at a pressure, above or below that of the surrounding
area. .0

.

SYMBdL: Arbitrary sign, that has been. standardized and is used-to represent an
object, quality or method. .

.
TACK WELD: Temporary weld made to hold parts. in alignment until final welds -*

are made.
:14 ,t 1. 4,..,0. ,I44:0 .; .;90.4111.1 %.1;° "".11' '64 .) ; I it :k00 4iPiv .

TAUT: Tightly drawn, with ,no give or sag.

TEMPERING: Degree of hardness of steel.

TENSILE STRENGTH: Capacity for resisting a bending, stretching or twisting'forc

;;1. IP:A Part. of, -the.torch at 'the end where .lhe gas.burnsv produbing the high
temperature flame.

'T-JOINT: Joint formed by Placing one metal against another at an angle'of 90
degrees to form a 1; the,edge of one metal contacts the surfacg of.the other . w
metal.'

"Tio

TOE OF WELD: Point where the weld meets)the face Of
.
the base metal on a fillet 5.1;

weld.
.

# '
h.-.

TOOTH THICKNESS: Distance from one side of gear tooth to other side of gear , r M
.tooth at the pitch circle:

. ,
TORCH: The mechanism which the,operat6r holds during gas Welding and cutting, at

the end of which the gases are burned to%perform the various ,gas welding and
cutting operationi. ,

10 '

TOUGHNESS/: Property which enables a metal to withstand sudden s4ock or impadt

without fracture. %,

8



UNDERCUT:' A groove metled into the base metal adjacent to the toe of the weld
find left unfilled bj weld.metal.

V-BLOCK: Tool used to hold round shafts while checking straightness of shaft.
I

VERTICAL NATION:. Type of Weld 'where the welding ii doneon a vertical seam and
on a vertical surface.

VOLTS: A measure of.eletrical force at pressure.
_..,,

WELDING:klArt.of fastening petal together by means of interfusing the metals.
.,,,)

4
WELDING ROD: Wir or rod form which is melted into the weld area.

...

WELDING SYMBOL: N system of graphics used to convey.joint and Leld information
from one person to another.

.

WELD METAL: That portion, of a weld which has been melted during wlding; the
portion may be either the,filler metal or base metal., 9,r. both. 1

.

WELDOR: The operator of welding equipment. ,

WHfPPING: A term applied to an inward and upward moOement of the.lelectrode which
is used in TerticatHweldinq to avoi&undercut.

.

.
s

. 1

WHOLE DEPTH: Total depth of tooth §pacd.

WIRE CORE:. Wal center of the electrode.
$

WORKING DE TH: Depth of tooth engagement between two matting gears. .
11-

ZERO INDICA A: Adjustment of an indicator to read zero. /

1.4 4.

V
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Assignme

1. 'Study the list of trade terms on the information sheets until you aro

2.

familiar with the definzlitotis.

Have, a feilow student

A..,,
,firend quiz yob on the::terms.

1.

3. Complete self .asse.ssmen
'
. ,j") ,

4.

t..1
Complete post assessment.

4

a

4.4: .A !.
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7*
'

Match t t'6,de terms liSted,lh the right-liand column with the appropriate
definitfori by placing the correc - number:.- :in the space provided.

.

11 the eit,posed ,sureace. a ,weld. c tylene
2 . Al 140.

The property which, enables fo 6e permanently
deform:" by compression, i's o' 3. Al tec.natirig Current

4. fmchor tn.

5. Annealii ftg

i<s
;i,,dev.ice used to give ttability to one part of 6. Belt Drei ng

,s.

Charts which peovi.de ihOlikatipn oh door .04 window
.are

r..

a structure by, ticuring it to-'a more stable part ,9f
that structure,...-.:.:

.Objects
I
appea,r sm,411er as -they t"faqhei. away lb . .

is a 1;iquid,61eanin'g'flu'id used to dis.iolve'.,or"
W11 mi na te" unwanted ma te ri a I's

. Bench Mark

. Wueprfht
'Carbon Steel

1.0 . Constructfbn1Line,, .

,Difstortion

.12. Drive Takei-Urthetiroperty *high: 6nal?1; metal t9*vii tlistand
;*- IR den. sliticlitotiqnipict wiihtiut4fivliettsee r: '-'1 3 Ts

u . . 14. FastenerAn arbitrary, (standardized. sign used to repreSent
an,,object, 'quality methbd is. q. , Fusion ,Rrocess

T6. Gor'indicates the reductiCm(0,,,ehlargemeiit) ie*
9bje6ts are drawn., to . .;je 17 tate

4

Jo apply. :oil orgreas,'e,,..,to..-.Contr(51,
1 1eapi

to kee6'llibv,in9,..parts operating 1,9 ..M)''elletra,ti on
- ,,, 20 ...,Perspecti ve Drawing

11.;. Heati ng,.metal to .a'inol .0,tesan'ci,..,;.0 lowing tO,

.

el ectri c !turterik ..'ivircicti2revero es .1 tS .d4ettidn ,422W.::*S.chedules

So l'V'ek

iCitighfteSs
1

at vre6u interval S. ,

Oar"ts

., ,
14 copy, an or' gthb) detailed dit,awn

.

_1 is a. gas Composed. o
twO j parts .,pf ,hydrogeh.

.

15, i 5 ',1)p twl,:sttng or warping, of.it0Mbe.rs',91: alq41,

.*4.-

.,BESt'OOPY.AVAILABLE.
*.4



16 P.. is an adjustable device used to release tensfon so 'that belts and
-replacgd'oradjusied.4 .

17.

18.

20:

A is any device used to hold adjacent inembers:,togeth9r.

an. a 1 1 oy. of i ron and at'bo'ri

Psubstance used to keept..bel ts° 01
,

v
A ','is used to initially rough. in, or 6iaw .an object 0id . is not normal ly
seen on finished dr,awings. -L ,

.
s>. A

A combination oftwo or more elements at Yeast,one of is. a metal ,

22. is. a metal or:Stdne marker placed .1m-the ground by a surveyor with
We, elevation indiOted. on it.

5

23.. is 'softeningmetal, heattreatment.
R.

. ...
24. - Is NI1 small 1 gear' used between two ,excessivelly' 4arger:gears w en required

)

,..,
.

. by shaft .spacing. -4 ,, . 1

$1 :

, . (:
25. is. the ntane4fr the origial' surface :of the base metal to that

4

-0-int, at ,which fusion ceases.
1

rr..rria

.t

go 5
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INSTRUCTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

Self Assessment
Answers

' 22

4. 4

5': 20

6. .23

7. 25

8. .4

9.

11.

12.

13.

I

24. 16

25.. 19

21:

17

15

'3.

140

9

14. 8 .sft

11

16: 12

17. 414

18.. 9

19. 6

20. 10

21. '2 .

22. 7

23.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



INSTA CTIONAL LEARNING SYSTEMS

ircTe.,the letter of:the-...most*propritteanswer,
i...,

,

.
..... L. Proper positioning:of.eqUipment is:

,

.°'.' I

. . a. bed plateb Ilighment c.: coupling
.

2.

.. 3.

-A.

5.

; 1

7.

8.

9.

,

Jdining together ot,two or olore pieces of metal by the fusion procesIsis:

a. arc welding b. deposited metal c. tempering

)-he.ease with hich a metal will crack or break apart without appreci bla
deformatiqn is known as:

a.. brittleness b. ,strpngth C. stress -,, a
A thin,,broken line used indworking drawings to indicate centers of objects- '.

or circles Is the:
.

,
.

a. cutting planorline b. contour, line . c. ..center line

shoving'Curved lines in a working drawing elevation changes are known as: '.,

a. contour lines b. bench' mark c. datpm,point,
.. . -\..,

. .,- .. .,, .

A device which connects twotcoaxial shafts, so that one shaft can drive the

.;.

other/ is a:.

a. ddrive
I

b. sheave c. Coupling .

;

A dark line used to shoW an area to be cut away to show the interior view;
is' the:

a4 hidden line b., cutting plane line c. constructi000line
,

,' _ 0 ..

A thih line with arrowheads dt each end is used in drawings to. show:
1

a dimension.' b.: elevation c. perspective

Electric current flowing in one direction which is usually constant in'
value is.known as:

a. ampere b. volts c. ,:direct current .,..
;,,

1.

-10. Means of giving motion to a machine or part is:
.

.

a. alignment 'b. drive c.11drive take-up ,

i

11% The propertYlwhich enibles, metato be bent, twisted, drawn out or changed
in shape without breaking is:

.

a. malleability b. ductility c. tensile Strength BEST COPY AV

44 .
92
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, .12. The property which enables a material to return to its original size,and/o
shape a er an external, distortional force has been removed is:

a. elan .icity b., ductility c. strength

13. The property which caused metal to fracture under a repeated load which is
considerably below the tensile strength of the material is:

a. brittleness b. strain c. fatigue

14. That group of9eUtls that consist main140 of the element iron is:

a. ferrous b. carbon steel c. cast iron

15. The quality which enables a'metal to be joined with another metal when
. heated to a liquid,state is:

_..04iiika% annealing b, fusibility welding

16. The property, which enables a metal to harden completely through to its
center when a heat-treatment method is used is:

a. hardenability b. penetration c. fusion process

17. A term which indicates the ease with which metals may be machined is:

a. castings b. malleable c. machi nabi 1 ity.

18. A drawing in which the front, top and side views are projected to the paper
is:

a. isometric drawing .b. oblique drawing c. orthographic projection

19. The property which permits permanent deformation to occur in a material
without causing rupture is:

a. plasticity b. tensile strength c. malleability

4'

I.
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3.

4.

5. a.

6.

7.

8. a
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10. b
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18.
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Objectives

Given:

A transformer`

An ohmmeter
An AC voltmeter
An AC ammeter

Problems on turns ratio.

Directions

Obtainothe Following:

A transformer 11p/6.3V Filament
An ohmmeter
A VOW
An audio sine wave generator

A 1000 ohm, 1/2 watt resi4pr

v

. Learning Activities
Study the Key Words liSt.

9$

Read the InformationSheots.

Do the Self-Test.

Take the Final Testy,

Do the Task.

Obtain. Final, Evaluation,

-t

0

1

ELBE-51
Pow Transformers

a

The student will:

.Determine the isolation that
, exists in a transformer by

measuring the resistance of and
netween mindings. Measure the

voltages. and current in the
windings to determine the turns
ratio of the transforMer.

Do the problems correctly.

/ 4

Transformer, Stancor Type P-8389 or equivalent

11

9'

\ 9 /

a

r



Key Words

EL-BE-51

Power Transformers

Autotransformer: A transformer without separate windings.:the kimary and
secondary windings are formed by using a tap or taps on a single coil and the
'transformer provides no isolation, i.

Center tap: A connection made in the center of the winding between the two ends
of'a coil. .1

Eddy_currents: Electrical curre-rts flowing within the core
,tramsformer causing some loss of power.

A :

of an iron core

Electrical isolation: An arrangement such that any part of the current from one

circuit does not flow in another circuit. .'

Hysteresis losses: Power lost in an iron -core due to the magnetization and
demagnetization of the iron. % .

Power transformer: A transformer designed for nearly 100% magnetic coupling to

Provide efficient power transfer and electrical isolation. Power transformers

operate at basically one frequency only, and frequently provide 0 voltage step up

or voltage step down.

Primary winding (primary): One of the windings in a transformer.

Secondary winding (secondary): One'of the windings in a transformer.

Short circuit: A path of zero resistance for Current to flow.

.

Tap (on a winding): A place somewhere'g6tween theends of a coil where a

connection ifs made. e
-.

%

,J.

Turns ratio: The ratio of the number of loops or tturns of wire on one trans-

former winding.to the number of turns of wire onyanother winding.

I
,

4>

Winding: A coil in a transformer.

p

4

r"
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Power Transformers.

40Information Sheet
A transformer is a"device that transfers energy4T the'use of magnetism. You .already have studied how energy is transferred by magnetic coupling in the
package on, mutual inductante. 'A transformer is designed to take advantageQf

' this magnetic coupling-. You may wonder why. transformers 'are used to transfer
energy from' one circuit ,to another when two pieces of, wire may be able.to do the
same thing. ,

:

.

.

. .,

There are two min reasons why a transformer' is used. The first reason is that
in the process f transferring the energy, the voltage and the current canbe
made tq be lar er or smaller than before. If the voltage is made larger, :then

. the current wi I become small'er and vice-versa.' How thi's is done will be ex-
platned a little later. The second reason for using a transformer is fOr iso-
lation. ; Isolation !leans that current floVting in'one of the coils does not have

A to flow in th other coil to transfer the energy. The currents that flow in
Other coil c n be totally separated and not flow in any common wii-es

.

44

large V
small I

.

ISOLATION

Current in, coil-1 does not flow in coil.

Currentlin coil 2 does not flow in coil 1

current:flows between the ciTcuiton
th' left and the circuit on the rig K.

4, 6/ to
411M41114

4.

4'

4

4

4,

small V

large I

e0
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Power Transformers, /

Many times electrical or electronic- equipment will have power trapsformtrs built
into thei to isolate the equipment from the AC power Thine input. This r uces
the chances of accidental electrical shock. Also, when two odh more pieC s of
equipment are used together; ihis,sprevents accidentally shortingAout.tK power
because the equipment may not, havethe same elbctrical power ground. I the

equipment does not have a trapsforMer built in it is a good safety pr ctice to
usp a separate power transformer, called an isolation transformer, be een the
,AC power-line input and the electrical power input 'of the piece of e' ipment t
provide this isolation.

The most important piece of information about the tran?formeris t e` turns
ratio. The turns ratio gives you important information about' the erformarx of

the transformer. -1
1

The turns ratio is equal tokthe number of turns (loops)'of wire On one wind pg
.divided by the number of. turns of,wire on another windirpg. Winding is jus
another word for a coil in a transformer..

If the coils 'or windings of a transformer are wound around.a continuous i on
core)then the turns ratio has a special meaning because it will be equal to the

2 ratio of tfie voltages across)the two winding?. Tharts, if coil 2 has t ice as
many turns as coil 1, then coil 2 will.-also have twice as ch voltage cross it
as coil 1 has across it. In an iron-core transformeh the. urns ratio.a so gives
the ratio of currents in each winding, only the ratio verted. In the

example wheretotl 2 as twice the number af turns, .coil, will have o ly half
the amount of current that is.flowing:iricoill.

It is important to remember that this ratio is only valid in transfo ers that

have continuous iron cores. For transformers that dO not have iron ores, the
voltage and current ratios will not be determined by the ratio of t e turns in
the windings.

Voltajes and currents can still be made to chanae-,from one winding to another
winding in transformers that do not have iron cor s; however, the turns ratio
alone cannot be used in general to calculate then changes.

I

N is the abbreviation used to represent the nuMbe fiturns in %finding.

N
1

is the number of turns in windiny, 1.

11

N
2

is the number of turns in winding

N
2

E
2

N1 El
1

N
2

I
1

1 2

also N E

_21

Nst s s

and N Is

N P
s p

Wher the subscripts
padsrepresent the

. plenary and secondary

wl dings respectively,
as/will be explained
on the following page.
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:lines represent
iron core

2:1

ScheMatic Srbol , Physical Construction

EL =BE -51 1'

Power Transformers

turns ratio .--.

N
2 4

= 2
N1

.

5.

or 2;1 ratio-

(Note: schematic symbol doesn't ycesvrily show actual number of turns.)

In a transformer one of the coils is called th'e primary winding or just plain
prim'ary and .the other coil is called the secondary, winding or the secondary.°
is possible for either the primary or the secondary4tinding or 'both to have;9, .

connections made at one or more locatians between the:. ends of the. coils. ..These
are called taps. A connection made exactly -at the middle between ,the twp'ends,.
is called oicenter tap. .

`A
It is also pdssible for a transformer to have more Ulan 'two.separatemindings..
A transformer with three - separate windings_ would have-ajel.mary, secondary and e
tertiary winding. The purpose of the taps and extra windings is td obtain.
additional turns' ratios. even a single coil with a,t least one tap can be-a
special type of tran$former-called an autotransfprme'r; hOWever, there is. no
isolation in an auptransformer.

Severa) of these possibilities are shown inelhe following drawing.

PRIMARY
WINDING

StCONWW
WINDING

0

secondary
winding

IA

9
CENTER TAP

TA PS

.

priTary
.

mirdino
TERTIARY
WINDINGAis

MULTI -TAP TRANSFORMER] WITH TERTIARY WINUNG

Power transformer§ are a class of transformers that are used to step up or to
step down-a'voltage in the process of transferring power from a source to a
load. They are also used to provide isolation in many cases. Power trans-
formers always use an irdh core so that the magnetic coupling is nearly 100% and
the voltage ratio across the transformer will be determine4by the-turns ratio.

AUTOTRANSFORMER

4

7

1 Of

4

II

4,
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Although'the iron core is necessary to achieve/160% coupling, it causes some'
important limitations of the power-transformer: One of these limitations is the,

.

power loss in the. iron core called core logs. Core loses repreent power that.
is absorbed within the iron core. This lost power'reduces:the amount of power
that can be transferred to the secondary winding. The efficiency of a trans-
former is lowered as the core losses become greater., Transformer efficiency is
calculated the same way,you calculated efficiency in the package, on mutual
inductance.

. -
- f

Core losses are caused by two major effects: hysteresis and-eddy currents.
Hysteresis losses occur when the iron bermes magnetized in. one direction when ,r.

the "current is flowing one way-in the coil and is demagnetized when the g

. reverses direction.

Extra power is required to accomplish.this magnetizing and demagnetizing': Efdy
currents are currents that flow inside.the iron'in additioh.to the current in .

the winding. This occurs because-some voltage is induced within the iron core
'by the alternating currdnt in the winding. and because the iron is a gpod con-
iductor of electricity like a wire.

Both of these losses increase when the frequency. of the AC power is higher. -A .

power transformer is) usually designed for one; frequency on.tt,*.and it cannot be
used properly fora different frequency. Most of the powertransformers are
designed for a frequency of 60,Hz4which is.-the frequency o1 the electrical
energy supplied to industry and 'households in the United States. Occasionally .

you may see power transformers designed for a frequency of 400 Hz for special
*purpose applications as well as' some destg ed for even frigher frequencies.

TransformArs are used only for AC and neve for DC. Remember from the package
on mutual inductance that the current must be changing or alternating to cause
power to be transferred from winding to winding by magnetic coupling, Since
direct current stays constant and does pot change, no power can be transferred
using steady DC that never varies from a constant value.

......_,. REVIEW AND. EXAMPLE'S OF TURNS RATIO 4
..

.

. .
. ..

In a transformer. with an iron core the turns ratio give the ratio of primary-t -.
secondary. voltage and secondary-to-primary current. This assumed 100% magneti .0
coupling and no power losses inside the transformer. With no losses, the power .

into the transformer will equal the power outpdt'or 100% poWer transfer also.

1 V . .1 /4'

Since
primary (secondary,

V
.

primary
.2 C. X I

primary = V
secondar; xVsecondary

I
primary .

.1,.

1
secondary'

and. since P = V x I, larimarx p?wer-= secondary power.

, .

II,

N'
*or a very small range of frequencies.

A
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Example 1;,.

A power transformer 'has a turhs41ratio of 2:. The, winding with the largee
number, of turns has, a voltage' of 25 volt cuirrent of 1/2 amp., Cakulate,.
the voltage and current of the other winding. o.

The winding,with thelarger number.ef .turns also has the larger voltage, and the
voltage ratio is the turns *ratio. .Therefore, the unknown voltage it-'equal,to 25
volts(d4vided by 2 = 12.5.volts. The winding with the larger numberof turns.
haste Smih'ller curtfen;t:, and the current ratio is aLso'the turnsrati6, There-
fore, the unknovin-current As 1/2 amp times 2 1 amp.

'

EL-BC-514

. Power Transformers

25V 2

El

2E1 = 25V .

E = 12..5V

Ei . 25V N
2

tr=

I s. 1/2;A ='0.5AI .1 N20
. .2 s, ...

-4--T
2, 1

:
I'

11 7
IM..

0.5A- T

I = 2 (0I5A) ...
, 1 .

)

= lA
,-*

Exampre

0

4.

A transformer with a continuous iron core measures 110 volts and ..1 amp ,on -the,
primary and 15 volts on the secondary. the transfbrmerturns.ratid

. and the secondary current? Whatiare the power input and output.a.S'suMing no
losses" in the transformer? The primary-to-secondary turns ratio iSH10volts
15 volts = 7.33. Therefore, the secondary current = 0.1 amp times 7.3r.A733
amps. .

The power Input is 110 volts x.0.1 amps = 11.0 watts. The power output will be
the'vme.if there are no losses so it will a,lso be 11.0 watts. Notice that the.;
Secondary power can also be calculated by multiplying thesecondary voltage and
curreyt, or .secondary power 4. 15 volts x,0.733 amps - 11.0. watts,

ov,

aiy
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= o.:733A,
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Power Tiransft)rmers
.t;

. . f

o 4,./.

of the;.\foll:Ovel.ng',.4,64i4S,.1-State.. whys transtormert .are"\u.se,d7.

.J

..Vrovide. electrldal.
aMpl if i cation./'

Chtnge voltage's 'Or' C,p.rrents..C.
I .

Electricat isolation meanS,that the. currentvi

a.°, 'do not fkivi W anjo,,cordillon'wir*s.'

b. are zero.'
c. flOW in:common paths.
O. are equal

each wind in

FOr an irori4core tranSformer. with 100% coupling., the tUrn ratio
.

- \
;

a.
the voltage:ratio. ,

the output powerdivided by inpUtRovier.
the mutual'. inductariCe. - . .

All teahtfOrmer5 an have electrical isolation except for

a. :transformers-141th core' losses.

b. transformers with less than 100% 'coupling.
power 'tra,Rsformers.

autotransfOrmers.

r.

.5

Hysteresis and eddy, currents cause power ldsses if the core
f I I. ,

ge made of iron..
b. not. made

made
i ran.

either made of iron. or not, made of iron.

,

A powerAransftirMer has 25 times as. many turns of wire in the primary as it

bas turns of wire in the sedondary: 'The primary voltage is 100 AO1 ts.
that, is the secondary voltage?

If the-primary...6irrent inluestion is0.1 amp, What .is the secondary
current?

-

T

8. A power transformer hat no -losses.- The primary power is 25 watts. °Calculate

the secondary power.

9. A power transformer lit designed-for

a. one. frequency.

b. am wide °range' of-frequencies.
c. all frequencies.
d. Irt only.

. 11'

,

.
. 'N 4, y ' #
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' 10 Repeat-Question 6 if the secondary has twice as many turns as the primary..

1

11b. IfIthe_irimary current. in Qu'estion 10 is"0.5A., what js the secondary

current?

12. Calculate the-primary and secondary power. in Questions ID and 11assuming

no losses in the Transformer. r

r

/-

,*

I

-4 ;

N

or

12

4

4

Iry
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Task
4,1 %

There are four leads or wires coming out of your transformer.. Using theohm-..
meter, measure the'reslstance.between the leads.thr every possible combination
of any two leads. In some cases the resistance will be very smallior almost
zero ohms. In the other cases the resistance will be very,large: 'It may'even
be too large to measure with the ohmmetet% If this is so, you should assume
that there is'no connection between the two leads. On the otherliand,,when tke
resistance is almost zero, yob should assume that the small resistance repre-
sents.,the small resistance of one of 'thetwindingS or coils'inside thq transformer....

Number each of the foul" leads 1 through.4 by attaching a piete of masking tape
with a number written on it to each of the-]eads: Fill in the table and mark
the leads with the proper number in' the figure below b'ased on your ohMMeter

.:- measurements. .

Iji.EAD NO.

1 to 2

1 to 3
1 to 4

2 to 3
2"to 4,

3 to 4

RESISTANCE
NO CONWTION)

Primary Winding Secondary Winding(/'

Note that the winding with the larger resistance probably has the larger number
of turns. Assume the primary winding has the larger number of turns:

Connect the pri ry winding' to the signal generator, and. set the signal gener-
ator to products a 10. volt sine wave at a feequwcy'of 60 Hz, Connect the 1000
ohm resistor across the secondary winding: Using the AC voRtmeter and ammeter
measure the voltage and current for bdth windings. The atib of the'primary.r-to,
secondary voltage should be equal to.the ratio oaf the secondacy-to-primary
current. Each ratio equals the turns ratio for the transformer.

Primary voltage = volts .Primary current-- amps

Secondary voltage = 7 volts Secondary current = amps

PriMary voltage + secondary voltade =
Secoaal-y current # primary current =

.
,

sft
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Final Test
.4.

,

EL-BE-51
Power Transformers

1. A transformer has 100% coupling. The secondary voltage is 50 volts' and the
primary voltage is 10 volts. What is the turns ratio?

2. If 'the secpndary current in Que9tion.1 is 1/2 amp, and there are' no losses,
calculate the primary current.,

A Owen transformer has 10 ,times as many tarns in the primary. as the ,secon-
dary. The primary current is 5 amps. What is the secondary current?

.

4., If the primary *voltage in Question. 3 110 voltS, calculate the secondary
voltage.

,Calculate the primary And secondary power in Question 4, assuming no
losses.

,c
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Final Evaluation

Final Test 100%

Icansformer resistance
measured correctly in Task.

Transtormer leads labeled
correctly in. the Task.

100046

V Primary and secondary stages
and currents measured correctly

. in Task- and turns ratios

approximately equal.

NAME
'11

DATE

.1 OK

EL-BE .51 .

Power TrAnsformers,

If all cheip indicate OK, go on to the next package.

RE-DO,

FQ

.

0



Ans*ers

b and d
2. a

3.. b
4. d

5. a

6. 4 volts = 100/25
2.5 amps = 0..1 x 25

0" 8. 25 watts
9. a

10. V
secondary

= 200 volts

= 0.25 amp .11. I
secondary

12. primary anj seCondAry powers are 50 watts each

-'0

4
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ELABE-51
Power Transformer's
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,SOUTHERN ALBERTA INSTITUTE OF,TECHNOLOGY
CALGARY, ALBERTA

SECTION 5

ELECTRICITY

Correspondenbe Courser?
Power Engineering

Fgt Class
Lecture 7

t_

SWITCHGEAR and CIRCUIT - `PROTECTIVE
EQUIPMENT

Every electrical' system is designed and built to carry its
rated loading with economy, and safety. It is not designed however,
to carry the current loadings which could obtain under fault
conditions, and must be protected from damage in thepe cases.

Switchgear is installed to give control of electricial supply to
any equipment or distribution system. A switch bpens and closes
to stop or start supply under normal working cohditions but must
also be able to open to interrupt a flow of fault current. '

Circuit-protective and switching devices in general fall into
three groups or classes:

1. Fuses,
2. Switches, &AV -
3. Relays.'

All of these devices have two ratings, a cookmious yting and an
interrupting rating.

4

Fuses are the simplest form of automatic over-current protection.
S.witehes may be non-automatic to operate under normal condtitions
or automatic to operate under abnormal or fault conditions. Relays are
included in the switch auxiliary equipment for automatic service.

In the higher ratings the term circuit breaker is more truly
to-

k descriptive'than "switch".
I

4
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Inter.rupting CaRacit/

Interrupting capacity is the capability of a device to open safely kri
electrical circuit through, which fault current is .passing. This capability
is rated in terms of rms ampilree. Every contact- making device has such
a rating, Quick brefk switches have an interrupting rating.of 200% of their

, continuous current rating. Uotor starter contactors have an interrupting
rating of ten times theit continubus rating. Highly specidlized contact-
making devices such as cir etiVe devices may have an interrupting
rating of many thousands of pe es.

'V .1

The t which these dedices interrupt comes ,from the source of
usuall generator. in most instances, the generator or generators

are operating.° an interconnected bus system linking hundreds, possibly
thousands, of megaWatts, all of which is available to feed into)a circuit .
fault. Fortunately, the impedance of conductors, transformers, and the
load itself limits the amount of current which can flow at any point in the
system.

Faults can occur in which the impedance of part of the conductors i and the
load may be bridged or shorted out.of the circuit. Thus, -the source of power
is enabled to d'eliverilarge"amounts of current.

This large inrush of current is limited by the impedance of the transformer
feeding the circuit as well as the impedance of the circuit itself between the
transformer and the fault.

The transformer impedance is expressed in percent. Efr instance
transformers rated. at 250 kVA to 250(4kVA
This means that whets the transformer`..pri ------ is connected to a bus of
infinite capacity And a short-circuit of zero impedance occurs at its
secondary terminals, the maximum current which the transformer itself .
can deliver is CO times its full-load rating.

The destructive force of these currents which pull conductors togethev
or blow them apart is directly proportional to the square of the current mag-
nitudes. Hence, circuits subjected to fault currents of 1,000 times normal
experience forces 1 000 00 es greater than normal. Circuit protective
devices are called upon to interhipt and dissipate these fault currents.

Where circuit protective devices of limited interrupting rating areo be
used, detailed system studies must be undertaken. Because transformers
will allow through only the amount of current permitted by their short-circuit
impedance regardless of the generators' ability to deliv r, short-circuit
studies usually begin at the transformer nearest the fa t. Calculations are
made to determine how much the generator current is 1 ited before it reaches
the primary terminals of this transformer and how muc impedance exists
between, the secondary terminals and the location of the atdt.

(PE1-5-7-2)
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Short circuits are the greatest.hazard to the continuity of service.
Every electrical circuit is carried by conductors to ensure that current
flows in its designed path. The current flowing in any circuit depends
upon the 'voltage applied and the impedance of the circuit.

. For example, a phase voltage of 240 volts applied to a three-phase
circuit having an impedance of 2 ohms per phase will result in
current flowing equal to

N .( 230 \
----- 66 Ax2

If howtver a short circuit occurs such that the three conductors
are jdfhed at some point before.the the phase impedance may drop.
to 0.1 0i1111 giving rise to a cuijrent flo of

230
= 1330 A3'x0.1 e

or even a phase impedance of 0.01 'ohm which would result in a current
flow of 239 f '13,300 A

x 0.01
r

r .

As may be seen from the above examples, insulation failures can
cause abnormally high currents to flow. Such high valxies of current
will damage equipment or property unless the faulty circuit or equip-
ment is removed from the supply' system. Fusrthermore the amount of
damage to equipment or property is proportional largely to the length
of time that a short circuit isbdallAved to exist on an electrical. system.

It is imperative therefore that short circuits be removed as quickly
as possible. It i's further desirable that Tull the faulty. section of the-
System should be disconnected so that normal supplies can be mgn- t.
tamed to the remaindeceof the system.

In. some instances a calculated overload-current must be allowed
t to flow for a short period of time, aq occurs in motor -starting, without

the protective equipment operating to disconnect. Protection is still
kesired however against a mash of fault current.

In other cases the fault condition may be transient, as in lightning
disturbances,, and the protection equipment must be designed to
disconnect anal then reclose, or attempt to reclose, one or more times
after the initial surge.

The type
and\wany oth

of protective equipment Chosen is dependent upon these
r considerations.

(PE145-7-3Y
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,A fuse is an overcurrent protective device that has a circuit-opening
fusible liftk directly.heated and destroyed by/the passageof the o'Nrtloadcurrent through' it. The link is' so sized that the heat create4 by the
normal flow of current thrOugh it is not sufficient to fuse or melt themetal.

90. Pluk fuses are used on circults,rated 125 volts or less to ground. The
maximum continuous Current-carrying capacity of plug fuses is 30 A, and
the cpmmonly-used standard sizes a.tp-10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 A. ..These
fuses do not have published interrupting capacities since they are ordinarily
used Ctn.-circuits that have relatively low values of available short-circuitcurrent.

Cartridge fuses are used on circuits with voltage ratings up to 606
volts, the standard voltage ratings of 'these fuses being 250 and 60Q volts.
The rionrenewable. cartridge fuse is constructed with a zinc or alloy
fusible element enclosed it a cylindrical fiber tube. The ends of the fus-
ible element are attached to metallic contact pieces at the ends of the tube.
The tube is filled with an insulating porous powder. On overloads or short
circuits, the fusible element is heated to a high temperature, causing it
to vaporize. The powder in the fuse cartridge cools and condenses the vapor
and quenches the, arc, thereby interrupting the flow of current.

Fig. rshows some representative types of plug and 'cartridge fuses
of G. E. Manufacture.

Ise

*44

C

(PE1-5-7-4)-
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dirtridge fuses both in the 250 and .600 volt ratings are made to fit
standardized fuse-clip sizes. These sizes are the. 30, 60., 100, 200; 400,
and 600 A sizes. Each fuse-clip size has several continuous ratings of
70, 80, 90, and 100 N. -

Time-lag fuses are math, in both the tp114 and cartridge types. These
fuses are constructed so as to have a much greater time lag thanordinary
fuses, especially for overload currents. They do operate, however, to
clear short-circuit currents in about the same iiiiinas do the standard,
fuses. ,,

.

Time-lag fuses have two parts, a thermal - cutout part'and a fuse link.
' The thermaLcutout with its long time lag operates on overload currents

up, to about 500 percent of normal current. Currents above this value are
interrupted by the fuse link. .Time-lag fuses find their greatest application
in. motor circuits where itis'desirable that the fuse provide protection
for the circuit and yet not operate because of a momentary high current
during the starting period of the motor. ,

high-voltaX fuSes are used for the protection of circuits and equip-
ment with voltage ratings above 600 volts, Two of the commonly-used
fuses are pictured in Fig. 2.

ti 1

Upper
contact/ Fuse wire

Strain wire

Wiced _ Upper ,..

scilkon cortfoct

Coil spring.

p

Tube flex/Me . .

cable
L Ink

Lower
conhaol

. .Expulsion Fuse
(a)

Fig. 2

Liquid-filled Fuse
(b)

3

s' Fig. 2(a) showS an expulsion fuse which consists of a fusible element
mounted in a fuse-tube and depends upon the pressure built up .in the 4ibre
tube when ttic metal Nelts to blow- the gases out of the open end. This takes
with it the bottom section of the fuse lint, and establishes a gap between the
two contacts. Fig.. 2(b),shows a liquid-filled fuse in whOh the arc is quenched
by the liquid. The action is similar to that in an oil,i.w&ersed switch. A spring
is normally hetli:tl)n tension by a high-resistance tension wire.' This wire is
paralleled bys fuse wire which carries the current.

When the fuSe wire is melted by high current the tension wire immediately
melts also and releases the spring which then contracts and pulls the contacts
apart.

11.5
.04
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SWITCHES
,

.

- A switch is a device for isolating parts of an el &ctric circuit or forifchanging connections in a circuit or system.' When a switch is mounted
in a metal enclosure and is otleyable by means 'of an external hsvidle, i
is called a safety switch. The switch itself is not designed forInterrupt-!-- 2
ing the flow of short-circuit currents. However, switches and fuse k are
often incorpbrated into a single device called a fusible safety svAtch,
as shown in Fig. 3.

IOW /

4

Fusible Safety Switch
Figvs3

41,

Saty switches are made in two-, three-, four-, or five-pole
assembVes, either fused or unfused. They are made in single-throw
and double-throw units ; and, depending upon their use, they have a
variety of constructional features. One type known as type A has a quick-

..

make, quick-break mechanism" so arranged that regardless of the 'speed
at which the operating handle is moved, a spring-loaded arrangement
causes the contacts to open or close with a quick motion. This type of k
switch also has a door interlock to prevent the Ipening of the enclosure
door when the switch is closed.

(PE 1-5-7-6) .
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Enclosed switches, eithei fusible or nonfusible, areused'a di0 s-
coimecting devices for/main services into buildisms, for feeder and
branch*Orcuit proactive and switching devices, and for motor pro-
tectiOn and switching.

N
. ,

Safety switches are available in two voltage ratings, 230 and 575.
'volts alternang curcent. Cutrent ratings are the same as the stan-
dard fuse-clip tizesk

',/

Cdntactors
,*or

0

Matnetic contactors are used for motors up to about 75 kW to
accomplish automatic starting , stopping- anti reversing. They are
essentially air-break switches operated by 'a solepoid coil.

A magnetic contactor is a magnetically-operated switch that
.serves to open ot close an electric circuit, Fig. 4. This shows a
cutaway view of a d-a contactor. When energized, the operating coil
pulls on the armature, causing the contact to close. The blowrout coil
is connected hi series with the stationary contact and provides a mag-
netic 'flux to "blow" the arc `up the chute, where it is extinguished by
elongation and cooling when the contacts are opened.

4

.4;44.
'11..Art that.

, mowoacoi,

Stationary contact

Arci

1#4011411 COiltEt

CompressIon
swing for

movable contact

Armature

Stationary fulcrum
plate for armature

..:Opiniungc90
4.1=

,

A

fl1 General Electric Cutaway view o a
. D-c Contactor

Fig. 4
I
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Wear on stationary did movable contacts is reduced by the
.<rcinghorn,. w ch takes, the brunt of the burning. The blow-out coil
shifts the ar the arcing horn and the upper curved part of the sta-
tionary contact, where it-is extinguished.

Fig. 5 illustrates the behatr of the magnetic blow-out. The current
flthrough the coil sets up a flux in the north and south direction, as shoWn

When the contacts separate, an arc is established in a direction perpendic-
ular to*the flux of the field. The resultant motor action puEihes the arc
upwards,' stretching it until it breakS. Alternatank-current contactors are

also equipped with arcing
Upward

f
movement horns and blow-out coils.o arc.

However, the 'magnetic mat-
erial of the armature and the
magnetic core of the coil are
laminated to reduce eddy
currents, apd a pole shade!. is

Blow -out. coil.
.1.,

---,, ...0001.1:' '--
'----^--.,... Fixed 1-. \\'' 1

11

I

-...&ontect -.7--":v.

Movable contact used to prevent the magnetic
pull from dropping to zero
each time the current wave
goes through zero.

Operation of the Magnetic Blow-out The pole shader, shown
Fig. 5 in Fig. 6 is a short-circuited

coil on the face of the magnet.
The shading coil acts as the

short-circuited secondary of a transformer. In accordance with Lenz's
law; the/ shading coil causes Les flux in the shaded part of the pole face
to lag behind the flux in the non-shaded part. This prevents the resultant
magnetic flux from falling to zero and thus reduces armature chatter.

ti

(PE1-5-7-6)_
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Fig..7 shows an a-c triple.-pole contactor. The apparatus consists of
the nia.in contacts which are switched on or off by an operating mechanisth
which is actuated by a Solenoid coil. It is fitted with a blow -rout coil adjacent
to the contacts which helps extinguish the arc which is directed into the arc,
shield.

In the illuStration the arc shield oirel..one of the main contacts has. een
lifted to show the detail of the'contacts and blow-out coil..Atudiary contacts
are fitted for alarms and controls.

4'

0

1 - Main Contacts
2 - Operating Mechanism
3 - Solenoid Coil I

4 - Blow-out Coil,
5 - Arc Shield
6 - Auxiliary Contacts

Details of A-c Triple-pole Contactor

41

Fig. 7.

1 1 )

(PE1-5-7-9)
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. ."CIRCUIT-BREAKER4

A circuit-breaker is a device designed to interrupt a circuit between
separable contacts without injury to itself, It is required to make or break
any current up to its desiped rating both under normal operating and fault
conditions.

Circuit-breakers for .large power ratings are either oil immersed orair blast typ6.

Oil circUit-breakers may be of low-oil quantity or bulk-oil types.

Low-voltage cirtuit-breakers (up to 575 V),are usually air break only.

The rating of switchgear is determined.primarily by the
(1) Insulation level,
(2) Short-circuit papacity, and
(3).Normal. current rating.

`4

The insulatiop level is determined by the rated voltage of the breaker
and established by test. A circuit- breaker of a given rated voltage ip
designed to withstand 10% excess voltage continuously and should also. be
able to withstand transient surge voltages. )$-

'The short-circuit capacity is determined by the rms current which can
be made and broken at the. rated Voltage and which can be carried for three
seconds in through. -fault conditions: The shor4eircuit capacity is generally
expressed as the equivalent MVA breaking capacity (the rms breaking cur--rent x rate oltage x phase factor).

.

he operation of the switch under fault conditions is tested. Typical
peAormance guarantee may be a duty-cycle of a breaking operation
followed by two make-break operations at intervals of not less than three
minutes carried out at rated short-circuit current.

The normaLcurrent rating is determined by the current which the
switchgear will carry continuously without exceeding the specifies,
temperature rise in any part. Thit is generally taken as 50° C above
ambient temperature.

It should be noted that switchgear has no over-load rating at all and
the assigned current rating cannot therefore be exceeded without risk of
overheating."

(PF, f-5-7-10)
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Circuit Interruption
fs

A'circuit- breaker is required to make or break any current up to its
deSigned ratinrregardless of the type of circuit broken or of the type of
fault or number of phases involved. With an alternating current, circuit-
breaking normally only occurs when the current wave is at, or near,
zero. A -

Normal current' (not fault) conditions, in which the poWes factor is
high, present no4difficulty, since the instantaneous 'voltage (tvfovery
voltage) appearing across the break of circuit at the time of the3,6Srrent
zero is correspondingly low. Short-circuit currents, howexer, are
generally at a very low lagging power factor. Therefore, at zero current
the recovery voltage is the maximum and will appear across the break after
interruption, its speed being limited only by the natural frequency of the
circuit sup Eking the fault.

This rapid rise of voltage after the' break, which is generally kwn as
the restriking voltage transient, illustrated in Fig. 8, must be withs od
by the gap introduced by the circuit-breaker interrupter, if successful
interruption is to be maintained.

CIRCUIT ELECTRO,IOTIVE
JORCE RESTRIKING VOLTAGE

/TRANSIENT

RECOVERY VOLTAGE

r
ARC VOLTAGE

SNORTCIRCUIT CURRENT

Restriking Voltage Transient
Fig,

Instant of Are
Breaking

The function, therefore, of all interrupting devices is to bui up the
dielectric strength of the gap between the contacts at a speed higher than
the, rate of rise of restriking voltage.

P In air-blast circuit-breakers , interruption is effected by a high-7
speed flow of air through the contact-gap, which sweeps away ionised
gas or arc products, replacing them with cool air at high pressure,
this cool air being a relatively good insulator.

Oil circuit-breakers rely on the turbulence created by the arc to
promote an oil flow through some form of arc-control pot. This oil flow
extinguishes the arc and maintains sufficient dielectric strength between
the contacts to overcomerthe restriking voltage.

(PE1-5-7-11)



koAir-break circuit-breakerV:Are ustd for loWer voltages 'than the air -s blast or oil-immersed types and fely on a combination of,r4agnetic distitrb,ance of the arc together with an c chute into which...the arc is drawn, to
achieve extinction. Some air- ak circuit-breakers have. in addition a puffof air directed at the arc when th 'switch opens.. .

4

Arc Control

No circuit which contains appreciable indudtance can have the currentflowing 'in it broken instantaneously; and power circuits are always suffi
ciently inductive to ensure that a high induced. voltage will occur across anybreak in the circuit at the instant of current interruption.. This _voltage issufficient to ionize the gas molecules in the gap.

The result is the familiar arc which strikes between the contacts ,of aswitch at the moment of separation and persists until the current whieh hewsis insufficient to maintain it. The'arc, which is struck in air for an air
circuit-breaker or in gas formed from decomposed oil (mainly Tnethanet andhydrogen) cvi an oil circuit- breaker, metallic molecules from.the contacts
being present in bill,th cAsed, has a negative temp, ature coefficient and a
resistanceWhiCh increases with decrease in arc" urrent.

The voltage drop in the arc column depends on three factors: length,
temperature and surrounding pressure. Increasing length and decreasing
temperature both raise the voltage drop for a given ire current or diminish
the arc current for a given total arc voltage vt/hich, with the inverse varia-
tion of arc resistance with current, reduces the current still further..

COnstriction of the arc column either by forcing the arc through an'
aperture or by subjecting the arc column to fluid pressure, as occurs in
the oil circuit-breaker, also reducep the arc current for a given voltage
drop. The result of any of these effects, singly or in combination, is to
reduce the arc current to a point. where the voltage drop required'across
the arc is equal to, or greater than, the available circuit voltage, with
resulting are extinction.

The arc, therefore, far from being a disadvantage, gives tim: r thecircuit current to fall to zero without excessive induced voltage, : sl in doing
so provides smooth transition from the current-carrying or closed-circuit
condition to the voltage withritanding,,or open-circuit condition. If arc
phenomena did not exist it would, in fact, be necessary to devise some
corresponding means of preventing excessive rise of voltage across con-
tacts in process of breaking a circuit. So the art of circuit interruption
is; fir y, to establish an arc and then to control it so that its energy .' ,

dissipablon is insufficient to damage the switch; and finally, to bring about
its extinction before the switch contacts reach the limit of their travel.

With a direct-current arc, the only methods of arc extinction are:
arc lengthening, aciiieved by the normal travel apart of the contacts, and
by magnetic blow-out coils carrying the arc current, which draiv the arc
into insulated arc chutes. The same effect is obtained by air blast, which
also serves to reduce the arc temperature.

(PEI-5-7-12)
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Raising the arc-voltage drop as the arc current is diminished results
in constant or even increasing arc power, which must be dissipated by
means of large contact surfaces and heavy arcing contacts .that are easily
replaceable since they inevitably suffer damage. For alternating current,
other antfbetter means of arc extinction are available, although three-
phase operatiOn and low power factor impose more severe conditions by
increasing jlie voltage available across the arc above the normal phase to
neutral voltage.

.06
Since the arc extinguishes at current zero, twice in every cycle, the

emphasis is on p eventing the arc from restriking rather than causing
extinction. Thi ay be done by rapidly replacing the' ionized matter be-
tween the con is with non-ionized gas or oil, the necessary blast or turb-
ulence often being created by pressure developed by the arc itself. Cooling
of the arc path occurs at the same time and may be accentuated in oil circuit-
breakers by directing the arc by both blast and magnetic means into compart-
ments filled with cool oil.

Arc lentthening also occurs as the contacts separate, but it is incidental
and not,,the main means of arc extinetion; in fact, the aim is to prevent
restriking while the arc voltage drop is still low, in order to avoid the

404 necessity of 'dissipating large arc power within the circuit-breaker. Restrik-
inf the arc, after a current zero, is prevented if the rate of growth of
dielectric strength'in the gap can be made more rapid than the rate of rise
of recovery voltage.

Oil-immersed Circuit-breakers

The basic reasons for circuit breakinginder oil are:
(a) to insulate .the arc from earthed metal and confine it to a

definite region,
(b) to provide adequate cooling for both contacts and arc, and .

(c) to provide some arc control by the natural pressure of a head of oil.

Switch oil, besidesbeing an excellent.insulator and effectively preventing
arc spread, id, in bulk, a good fire extinguisher owing to the amount of heat
required to raise a large volume ofoil to the ignition temperature. A head of
oil also provides a.path for cooling the hot gases. from the arc region before
they leave the surface and, by positioning the contacts low in the tank, the
greatest volume of the oil is available for heat transfer by convection to the
tank walls.

A gas space above the surface of the oil also provides a cushion for the
explosive force of the arc. All these factors are apparent in the design of
the conventional oil circuit-breaker, which), with wide variation in method
of are control, contact type and the number of break per phase, provides
switching for voltage .up to .27.5 kV and currents up to 3000 A.

',Contacts may be open (plain break) or enclosed within an. arc control.
device. Philp break, as the nazne implies, relies .splely on the head of oil
and the pressure in the confined space above it to control the arc. It is
used only for low-voltage switchgear, up to 650 V, or Wkere very heavy
current contacts of the laminated-brush type preyent the use of explosion
pots.

12 3*
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Breaks may be single or two per phase, the latter being more usual,
for constructional reasons rather than for the advantage of breaking the circuit
in two places at once, since it has been shown that the voltage across one of two
breaks in series is likely to be as much as 85% of the total maximum recovery
voltage.

Arc-control devices, or to give them their original and more expressive
name 'explotion pots' are of-Wide variety, some of the main types of which
are shown in Fig..9.

The plain explosion pot (a) is an insulated cylinder attached to the fixed
contact with an aperture through which the moving contact draws the arc
on opening the switch. The high pressure generated within the Po) sweeps
the arc, and the ionized gas, through the aperture, but it is mat effective
over a limited range' of current.

More generally effective are the vented explosion pots of which (bj
shows a cross-jet type in which side vents serve 63 relieve the pressure
within the pot and to provide a path, at right angles to the direction of the
arc, across which the arc gases with some of tht enclosed oil, are driven.
The plug and socket type of contact is used in these and other types of pots.

A double-chamber type is shown ale) where the arc is set up in the
upper or pressure chamber and is trvsferrell from the main fixed contact
to a small projection-above the ins Ling barrier which separates the upper
chamber from the lower or.insulating chamber. The locating Of the arc across
the outlet of the insulating chamber enables the gas and oil from the pressure
chamber to sweep it through the vent as soon as this- is uncovered by the mov-
ing contact.

A double-break explosion pot (d) uses the piNssure set up by the arc in
the upper chamber to provide an oil blast across the arc which is established
in the lower chamber when the. central, spring-loaded, double-sided butt
contact reaches the lower limit of its travel. The oil from the upper chamber,
which sweeps across the arc path in the lower chamber, is forced out through
the tubular moving contact itself and, later, through the aperture at the bottom
-of the explosion pot.

Arc-control devices with magnetic inserts have plates of' soft iron among
the insulating baffle plates which form .the stack. The arc, instead of being
blown outwards from the vent, is drawn inwards into the stack, among pockets
of. cool oil, where gas is generated and is forced to escape in the opposite
direction towardsthe vent.

In addition to the turbulence across the are path, arc lengthening occurs
as shown in (e). ultibreak circuit-breakers are used especially to provide
very high-speed i terruption and reclosure. Alk)preaks are enclosed within
arc control cham ers, where non-linear resistors are also located, which ,
shunt each break. These resistors equalize the,,Voltage distribution between
the various break both as regards the transient restriking voltage and the
recovery voltar, so that the fault kVA per break is approximately the same.

.;

(PE 15-7- 14)
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Circuit-breakers so far described( which might be tcrmdd bulk oil
circuit-breakers, require a great volurfee Aboil for high voltages owing to
the large clearances necessary. The cost orprovidi4 and maintaining the ,

switch oil in a clean condition has ledto special designs of switchgear which
reduce, very considerably, the quantity of oil.

The low oil-content circuit- breaker has been achieved mainly by the
reduction of clearances between live metal and earthed tank, which has been
made easier, by the adoption of a single-break type of switch with plug-andiL
socket type contact. Each phase break, consisting of fixed socket contact ID
with explosion pot and moving contact, is contained in a separate oil-filled
chamber. This chamber is provided with pressurf dischargevent valves
and silica gel-breathers to permit a small gas cushion on top of the oil.

The link mechanism operating the moving, contact is in another oil-
filled chamber so that only the oil in the actual switch chamber becomes
contaminated by the arc. For voltages above 100 kV, such designs are
becoming standard practice. The three-phase circuit-breaker consists of
three identical units with a common operating mechanism.' Each unit con-
sists of two oil-filled bakelized paper.cylinders with external shedded por-
celain insulators mounted one above the other. The upper one is the circuit-
breaker unit and the lower one the insulating unit which contains the operating
link mechanism and gives the necessary clearance from earth.

Air -blast Circuit-Breaker

The very high velocity which'may be imparted to a blast of air makes
ft possible to remove all ionized matter from the gap between circuit-breaker
contacts in a. few microseconds, after the arc has e tinguished at the current.
zero. This is the principal advantage of the air-bla circuit-breaker, that
higher speed of operation and consequently of reclosure is possible than with
the oil circuit-breaker under fault conditions; this may be of value in main-
taining system stability.

a
More frequent operation is also possible owing to the cooling effect of

the air blast, and maintenance is relatively slight as the arc is very rapidly
' transferred from the main current-carrying contacts to auxiliary contacts,
and there is no counterpart of the oil contamination of the oil circuit-breaker.
But the/low oil-content circuit-breaker has undoubtedly 'restricted the field of
application of the air -blast breaker at the lower voltages, leaving its princi-
pal usefulness in the rang5110.kV to 400 kV and above. .

Air - blast circuit-breakers may be classified according to the direction
of the blast in relation to Eixed and moving contacts, the two main types.; axial
blast and cross blast, being shown in principle in Fig. 10.

In the axial-blast type (a), the arc ip enclesed in.the main air stream and
subjected to severe constriction, while the high velocity of ail-foyer the elec-
trode surfaces subjects the arc roots to the maximum possible scavenging
action.

(PE1-5-7-16)
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In these conditibns it is only necessary to draw the contacts apart a k,
distande sufficient to withstand the maximum value of the restriking voltage
transient, with the air pressure on. The contact travel is therefore rela-
tivelit small, and the use of air pressure to force the main contacts apar.1,
which avoids the useoof mechanical links and further reduces the inertia,
gives the characteristically high speed of operation.. Each pole of the circuit-
breaker is provided with an isolating switch, in series with the main contacts,
which operates in free air.

flied contact

(a)

110

Moving contact

Types of Air-blast Circuit-breakers
Fig. .1,0

This is necessary since the main contacts only open sufficiently to
withstand the restriking voltage under full-air pressure. The isolator must
open fully before the air valve shuts. With the'air blast stopped the main
contacts come together again, leaving the circuit open at the isolator blade,
so that reclosing is effected by reversing the driveibn the isolator arm and
puking the circuit in free air..

The crdss-blast type (4) permits of wider separation of the main con-
tacts and may be designed toa.void the use of a separate isolator switch.

The inherent difference in the inethod of arc extinction in oil and air-
blast circuit-breakers is that in the former the amount of oil blast or turb-
ulence is roughly related to the kVA to be broken since it is initiated by
the arc itself, whereas in the latter the pressure and velocity is fixed by
the design and is independent of the particultr current to be i errupted.

In oil cittcuit-breakers in general, the loralitsthe arcin ime the
greater the oil pressure and turbulence so that clearance thin a given
time is not a matter envy.

In air-blast breakers the air s normally provided'from a pressure
tank which refills after each operation. Thus the longer the blast is on, the
lower the pressure becomes, and to clear successfully the arc must wain
gui8h Within a given time and at the optimum contact separation.

Figs, 11 and 12 show typical circuit-breakers.

127
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RELAYS
4

The circuit-protective devices referred to on Page 1 of thist lecture
were: Fuses, Switches and Relays.

The fuses subsequently describ'ed can be said to combine fault-
detecting and fautt-clearing functions in a single device. They are avail-
able in a wide range of voltage ratings to fit practically all requirements.
They are the simplest and cheapest of the fault-clearing devices, but they
have certain disadvantages, such as cost of replacement, non-adjustability,
and "single-phasing" of circuits when only one fuse blows.

Switches fitted with direct-acting trips provide a relatively inexpen-
sive means for detecting the existence of abnormally high currents on low- .6

voltage circuits.) Direct-acting trips are available in various combinations
of instantaneous, and long and short time delay ; they trip their Qircuit-
breakers mechanically/ by means of a solenoid or thermally-heated bint-
allic element. Many of them have provision for adjusting the current settings
and time .delay. They are multi-pole, thereby preventing the possibility of
single-phasing the circuit with its frequently undesirable consequences.

,The direct-acting series trips on modern air circuit-breakers are .
relatively accurate, although they,are not in the same category as relays
in this respect. Generally speaking, they afford satisfactory protection.
for the low-voltage systems on which they are used

Relays constitute a large and versatile family of trouble-detecting
devices used principally on medium- and high-voltage circuits. Some relays.
are responsive to current magnitude alone, without regard to the direction
in which it is flowing. Others operate on the same 'magni de of current as
the plain over-current' relays, but the current must be fl wing in a given
direction to make the relay close its contacts. .

Still others work on the product of two or more currents or voltages;
or a combination of currents and voltages. There are also diffeirential,
current-balance, undervoltage, and underfrequenqer relays; and a multi-
tudeof others. In short,' there is a sufficiently wide .rlinge of relays avail-
able to meet the varying needs for power-system protection,'

Summarizing, fuses effectively isolate faulty equipment but need ,

replacement before the power supply can be restored. This inconvenience
can be overcome by the automatic circuit-breaker with built-in overload or
undervoltage trip magnet.

The final step is to divorce the selective function from the breaker and
to incorporate it in separate protective relays whose contacts 'control the
trip coil of the breaker.

The first attempts to design relays which would operate in response to
short-circuit conditions involved attracted armature devices, with or with-
out a definite time-delay provided by a dashpot mechanism.

12J

(PE14-7-19)
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As power systems increased in size and complexity it was necessary
to employ more precise relay mechanism and, to obtain Selectivity on an
inverse time-current sis, that is, the relay speed increasing with the
current magnitude so that, since the current is greatest in the faulted sec-
tion, that section will be isolated by its relays before those in the sound
section can operate.

4
ry

The only device then availale .which had this required accuracy was
the induction disc watt-hour mIlter- which was turned into a relay by substit-
uting contacts for4he indicating ,,register. This resulted ip the inverse time-
overcurrent relay which is still; in use today, althOugL*an improved form,
and illustrafe.d!in,. Fig,

-Note
The illustrations-and descriptions of relays which follow are those of

the English Electric Co. Ltd.

As the requirements for sensitivity and selectiiiityincreased, a trend'
emerged-towards the use of high-speed differential type d-iiays on the main
transmission system,- time-overcurrent relays being retained only for dis-
tribution systems and for back-up purposes (reserve protection) on the main
SYstem. Differential relays,-.Fig. 14, compare electrical quantities derived
froin each bend of tlie cted system (eig. a transmission line 16 km long)
and 'operation' takes place the ratio, hue angle or 41gebra1c stun of the
derived .quantities ,depart by v. predet ned amount from' some initially set

fbr example, unity in the case differential relay measuring num-
erical f

The nature of a relay- Protective relays have been called.'sentinelsl
. and .!etectric. brains': From the economic point of view, relays are an insur-

.,ance; they protect the power utility from financial loss due to damage to
eqiiipment supli as illustrated in Fig. 15. From the underWriters' point of
view they prevent accidents to personnel and minimise damage to equipment.

From the customers' point of view good service depends more upon
adequ4te relaying than upon any other equipment. The cost of this protection
is betOveen 1 and 2% of the total cost of the power system, that is, equivalent
to an insurance premium costing about 0. 1% per year, assuming 15 years
before replacement due to obsolescence.

A protective relay is a device which responds to abnormal conditions on
an electrical power system to control 1a circuit-breaker, so as to isolate the
faulty section olAthe system with the Winirnurn interruption to Service. To do
this, relays must be able to decide promptly which circuit-breakers to trip in
order to isolate only the faulted section(s). These relays must be' designed,
therefore, to be responsive to electrical quantities which are different during
normal and abnormal conditions. ;

The baEirc electrical quantities'which may change in the transition from
healthy to faulty conditions are current, voltage, direction, power factor
(phase angle) and frequency. It is generally necessary to provide relays .

responsive to more than one bf these quantities because, for instance, the
current in a fault &using minimum generation conditions may be less than
the normal load current during. maximum generation.
(PE1-0-7-20)
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Characteristic

Fig. 13
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Induction Vane Differential Relay
Fig. 14

Protective Relays can prevent 'damage such as ,

pictured above
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As another example, the power factor measured by the relay may be
as low during a power swing ,as during a fault: Sometimes all of the above
quantities.may have to be used to obtain selectivity ; furthermore, in any
typical plant, several heavy items of ,equipment starting up together may
present current, voltage and power factor conditions so similar to that of
a fault that an additional function is necessary; the rate-of-rise of current
which is instantaneous for a fault but incremental or slower for, normal
service conditions,

Whereas the main requirement of instrumentation is sustained accuracy,,
lihriortint -requisite of protective relays is P.ELLABILITY, since

they may supervise a ,circuit for years before a fault occurs; if a fault then
happens, the relay must respond instantly.and correctly. For this' re4son-
designers should always attempt to use simple constructions and shnple
connections of relays. In spite of good intentions in this respect, there is
a tendency to extend the operation of relay schemes by adding additional
features until complexity results....

For example, a simple way to protect a circuit is to compare the cur-
rent entering the circuit with the current leaving it by means of a relay in
which torques corresponding to the two currents are opposed so that, if
either exceeds theother, it indicates diversion of the current through a
shopt-circuit and hence warrants relay' operation.

This simple principle of operation soon becomes complicated because
df transient magnetic conditions, such as the inrush of exciting current to a
power transformer, which appear on one side of the circuit -only and would, .

cause-relay operation if discriminatory blocking features were not added.
Such a blocking feature, called 'harmonic restraint', sometimes has to be
unblocked because harmonics may appear during fault conditions which demand'
tripping. Where possible, a design principle is chosen to avoid such complica-
tiOns.

Function and Operation of a Relay - From the foregoing it can be seen
that protective relays do the work of an untiring operator, continuously meas-
uring the electrical quantities of the protected circuit and ready to disconnect
the circuit immediately when the Value of one of those quantities becomes
abnormal. Actually, no human being could approach the constant alertness of
a relay, nor its speed of action, nor its reliability and accuracy.

For example, a reactance type dis ce relay for, a transmission 'line
disconnects the line from the bus If a faul occurs within its protecting zone
and not if a fault occurs outside that zone. To do this it measures the
reactance of, the line between itse and the fault, that is, it measures the
current, voltage and phase angle, and computes

sin (/) c rreqtly,tti4iihin '.2% and closes its\

contacts (oehot, dependingItipon t e lotation of the fault). A modern:relay
will do this in an overall time of 2 40 milliseconds.

(PE1-5-i-22)
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In order to keep the size and cost of relays to reasonN values, the
enormous currents and voltage of the actual dsrimary circuit are reduced
to relatively small values by current transformers and potential trans-
formers. The relays measure these secondarAelectrical quantities and
operate when the magnitude of-one of them is.abormal or when the ratio
between. them is abnormal.

In electromagnetic relays, the measurements are made by means of
electromagnets which exert force on an armature carrying contacts. 'Static
circuits using semi- conductors, thermionic and cold-cathode tubes or
magnetic amplifiers may also be used although not all of these are equally.
attractive to the relay engineer.

All protective relays have two positions, the normal position, usually
'with their contact circuit open, and the fault post on with their
contact circuit closed. A relay is changed to the fault position when a fault

`occurs by\ the preponderance of abnormal operating 'quantities (such as over-
current) .over, normal restraining quantities (such as voltage or through-
fault chrrent).

Fig. '16 shows,>spftematically the basic connections of a relay to the trip
coil Of thecircult-breaker which controls the power supply to the protected
circuit. When the relay contacts close, the high .L/R ratio of the trip coil'
delays the build-up of current so that a fast-operating breaker mechanism
trips before the relay coil-current reaches its steady value. For this re-
ason, and because the' durat of the trip coil-current is only a few cycles,
the relay contacts need h continuous rating of only 5 amperes and yet
operate a 30 ampere tri oil 50 times without needing maintenance.

Aftec the breaker. zts t i pped, its auxiliary switch (marked 'a') opens
the highly imductive.terip-ceit circuit and the :relay can reset when de- ,

. enereied!by the operilrfg 'of the .breakes.o jt is ImPprtailt however that the
,relay ,pcntacth 'do.bot chatter while the trip tttrrent flowing, otherwise
they will be badly burped. This is egs3irRd eiker by ,a non-bounce design
or by,the gab of a magnetic hold-in coil on the relay of by separate relay,
kijown'ArEf4Vseal-i.nli relay.

"
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Important Requirements. - The primary requirements for relays are

RELIABILITY (aa already mentioned) and SELECTIVITY.

The first step in making these conditions possible is by locating the
relays in the correct places. Referring to Fig. 17 it will be seen tifat, in
order to have complete protection, the zones of protection given by each
relay must overlap so as to leave no unprotected areas. Furthermore, Fig.
18 shows that there must be a first and second line of defence to cope with
the possibility of failure of the relay or the circuit-breaker at any one loca-
tion. This is important because, even with the greateit care in manufacture
and installation, it is never possible entirely to eliminate the possibility of a
mistake or a defect in a mechanism such as a trip -coil and linkage which
has been overlooked in maintenance. Without back-up protection, a short-
circuit in a line or piece of equipment would not clear at all and might result
in the destruction of the equipment.,

Other important properties of a relay scheme are SENSITIVITY, SPEED'
and POSITIVE ACTION, these being matters of design. Sensitivity gives high
performance with low cost current transformers and potential transformers.
Speed minimises damage and risk of instability because both are functions of
time. Positive action eliminates thg risk of contact burning, wrong trip-
ping,lor failure to trip.

(PE1-5-7-24)
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Economics of Relaying. - The cost of protective relays is generally
extremely small (12 to 2%) compared with the cost of the equipment pro
telpted; this is particularly true in the case of generators, transforthe
and high-tension lilies. In spite of this here is a tendency twtreat pro
tection not.as a small percentage insurlince charge but as a serrate It
and then pick the cheapest relay or relayfchetne. 7' (

Considering the saving in repair cost afforded by high-grade, high-
speed relaying compared with cheaper slow-speed arrangements, the
beSt proteCtion should always be chosen; the.cost of one majorepair
to a generator for instance would
tective relay schemes. Similarly,
in a copper mine or oil refinery ma;..

Any times the cost of the best pro-
costof one day's loss of production

eed the cost of adequate -elaying.

Protection must be considered before the power system
is finalised.-

Fig. 19 shows. theba_sie elements of an electric power system.
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Main and Back-up Protection

Electric pouter is usually generated at voltages between 11 kV and 33 kV
since this gives the most economical balance between the cost of copper, the
cost of insulation and the cost of mechanical strength to resist centrifugal
force. The voltage at the generator terminals .is stepped up toga higher volt-
age, such as 132 kV, the precise value chosen being the one to give minimum
cost and running losses dependent on the line length, power to be transmitted,
etc. At the load, there is a further transformation down to a voltage of a few

kV suitable for distribution, and again to a still lower voltage (usually 110 to
440 volts)" for the ultimate consumers, that is, industrial and residential
loads

In order to isolate any of this equipment in case of trouble, each item
must be separated from the Miters on each side of it by a circuit- breaker.
The relays themselves must be connected to trip only the breakers next to
the protected unit, and, as previously, stated, the zone of protection of each
relay must overlap the zones of the adjacent relays (Fig.' 17) to ensure that
there are no dead spots. Fig. 18 shows, how these results can be achieved by
the proper location of each current transformer.

These relays are the MAIN relays. In addition totthis first line of
'defence there must be a second line, provided by BACK-1TP relays, which
will clear the fault if the primary relays for some .reason fail to operate,
see Fig. 20,

Relay A

a

Ncighbouiing
circuit

Bio B Bus C

Protected
7 circuit

Wavier back-up protection from A

INeighbouri
circuit X

I I
I
1 Fast local protection at B ji It,

I cRelayt BI
I I X 1m Breaker

Aalckup Relays
-,.14A'-- Fig. 20

EI

.
There are three kinds of back-up. relays:
(a) Those which trip the same breaker if the main relay fails

(Relay Back-up);
(b) Those which open the next nearest breakers on the same bus. in -

case one of the local breakers fails to open (Breaker Back-up),'
or in case there is a cailure of the local secondary current or
potential supplies or:ffie a-c wiring.

(c) Those which operate from a neighboring station so as to back up
both relays and breakers and their supplies (Ilmote Back-up) in
case of the failure of any local supply including the battery, or
in case a circuit-breaker or relay fails to function.

.Relay back-up means literally the duplication of the main relays and
their cur ransformers and potential transformers, etc, but usually a
comprom mployed resulting in the addition of a simple relay such as
a time-ove ent relay. The best relay back-up is a device using an entirely
different principle, such as the gas detector relay in a transformer.

(15E1-5-7-26)
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Breaker back -up is necessary when a feeder breaker fails to trip on
a faqlt, Fig, 21, because the feeder fault then becomes virtually a busbar
fault: It usually consists of a time-delay relay operated by the main relays
and connected to trip all the other breakers on the bus if the proper breaker
has not tripped within a half second after its trip coil was energized.

/Remote back-up is provided by a relay at the next station in the direc-
tion towards the source which trips in a delayed tdme if the breaker in the
faulted section is not tripped. It usually consists of an inverse lime-current
relay, or by the second and third zones of a distance relay. This is they
most widely used form of back-up protection.

Faile're of Breaker to Clear a Fault
Fig. 21

Reclosing - Ih cases where continuity of service cannot be maintained
by quickly isolating the faulted circuit from the system, Automatic reclosing
relays are used to reconnect the circuit so that, if thtfault is a transient
one, the system is returned to normal operation.

Automatic reclosing is used mostly on overhead transmission and dis-
tribution linet because there is statistical evidence that 90% of the faults
on such lines 7re caused by lightning or by objects passing near or through'
the lines (birCis, tree branches, etc). These conditions result in arcing
faults which can be extinguished by opening the circuit-breakers to de-
energiy.e the. Line. Reelasing immediately the fault arc has been interrupted,
therefore, is a practicul means of minimising the interruption to service,
especially at unattended stations.

Where there is only one transmission line between an important load
and its power source, single-pole switching is used, i. e. interrupting and
reclosing only the faulted phase so that'power is never completely cut off,

The combination of high-speed tripping and high-speed reclosing is
nearly equivalent (as far as disturbance to the rest of the power system is
concernect to, the ideal condition of eliminating faults.

On high-voltage lines where most faults are caused by lightning and
where contact with trees, etc, is unlikely, 'a single instantaneous reclosure
is used. TestS,on high-voltage systems hay§ shown that reclosurein 12
cyclbs is practical, the period 'dOpending upon the time necessary to dis-
sipate the ionised air at the fault. Fast reclosing limits the phase separation
of synchronous! machines while the breaker is open and hence tiaduces the
power osbillation which follows reclosure.

4,

1 3 '?
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On low-voltage .systems the fault may be caused by physical objects such
as tree branches, which may require one or more reclosures to burn them
clear. The usual procedure has been to reclose three ti s es at intervals of
between 15 to 120 seconds. If the breaker reopens of ,' e third reclosure,
the relay equipment locks it open, and it becomes neces;:ry to reclose by
hand. Four automatic tripouts of the breaker in succession must certainly
indicate permanent damage on the feeder, such as a broken wire, a wire down
on a tower or on the ground, or other trouble which should be cleared before
.again energising the circuit. This will not be 'considered in detail since it is
outside the subject of protection.

Other Relay Functions = Relays of the same types as those used for pro-
tection are also used for control and regulation. For instance, a voltage
relay with both normally open and normally closed contact can be used for
progressive tap changing to keep the voltage between desired limits. The same
principle may also be used for control of other quantities suchchs frequency or
reactive kva. .

It is probable in the future that protection and automatic control of power
systemq will be done together and that eventually power systems will be
entirely automatic and both controlled and protected by static equipment.

Classification of Relay Schemes

A protective relay scheme consists of one relay or a group f relays
which protect a section of line or piece of equipment against fault's. The most
common schemes are the following:

Time-Overcurrent Relaying - This scheme is used on most low-voltage
distribution networks. It takes advantage of the fact that, when one section154
a network develops a fault, current flows into it via.gie remaining healthy
sections _so that the faulty gee tinn has the most current.

If the overcurrent relays are provided with damping ,(Fig. 13) their opera-
ting time will beinversely proportiOnal to the current magnitude and the relay
nearest the fault will work fastest because it has the moat current and hence'
will open its breaker and clear the fault before any of the more remote relays
'can do so. ,

An alternative to inverse time-current relaYS is definite time relays.
Because their time is fixed, irrespective of current magnitude, such relays
have to be graded in time. This is practical on radial lints or loops but the
inverse relay is preferable for complex networks.

Directional Relays - In certain equipment, such as Renerators, power
will always flow outwards 'except if the generator has deMoped a fault or
has lost its driving source, so that it is motoring and drawing power from
the network. Such a condition is detected by a directional relay which closes
its contacts for power (or a component of kVA at a suitable angle) flowing in
an abnormal direction.

(PEI-5-7-28)
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Dinictional relays are also used to control time-overcurrent relays
where the power sources are so located that as much current passes
through the relay for an external fault as for an internal fault in the cir-
cuit it is protecting.

4,

Such relays Ark on the product of the circuit current and potential.
If the product is positive, say, the torque closes the relay contacts; if
negative, it holds them open. Thus the relay can be arranged to trip only
when the current flows out from the bus. Consequently, by connecting a
directional relay in series with each overcurrent relay, only the relays

'at the two ends of the faulty section will operate, thus-isolating the fault
without disturbing the other lines.

Distance Protection - Where time delay is undesirable distance
relays are often used. For a line section of given impedance Z the cur-
rent flowing through the section to a fault will produce a voltage

E = .IZ. ti

Hence if the relay compares V with I and is arranged to trip when E< 1Z,
it in efferst measures.

E

I"
Since Z' is proportional to the length of line the relay can be set to trip
onit for faults within the protected section of line.

Selectivity is much easier to obtain with distance relays than with
overcurrent relays because their reach is unaffected by current varia-
tion due to changei in generating c tions and system switching. `-

a

Unit Protection The most positive method of protecting a circuit
is to arrange relays to compare the currents entering and leaving it,
Iglihich should be the same under normal conditions and during an external
fault. Any difference current must be flowing into a fault within the
protected circuit.

When this systeni is applied to electrical equipment it is called dif-
ferential current protection. When it is applied to lines or cables it is
called pilot differential protection because pilot wires or an taquivalent
link or channel is required to bring the current to the relay froth the
remote end of the line.

Since unit protection operates only for faults within the protected
circuit, back-up protection must. be provided which is inherent in time-
current and distance schemes:

Balanced Current Protect on - Parallel circuits &the same
impedance should normally ca ry the equal currents. A fault in one .

circuit will increase the curr in that circuit and operate a relay that
compares the two currentra. I the case of two parallel lines this is
called 'current balance' or 93 anced current protection'.

In the case of a generatoriwith split windings it id called 'trans-
verse differential current protection'.

(PE 1-5-7-29)
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Fig. 22 shows diagrammaticilly the physical arrangement of some
electro-magnetic types of relay construction,

Referring to the diagram, (a) is the Attracted Armature group and
includes plunger, hinged aritkature, balanced beam and the.,Moving Coil
relays. As measuring units they are handicapped by inherently .low
reset- pidk -up ratio and inadvertent operation on sudden changes in
circuit conditions.

'41
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Part (b) of Fig. 22 illustrates the Induction Cup relays. The induc-

tion principle Is one of the most widely used throughout the world,, Its
more attractiveAfeatures are its steady, non-vibrating torque and its
simple armature which requites no flexible connection. Fig. 23 gives
more detail of the unit.

With a cup-slvtped armature, the induction relay can be made for
fast operation with reasonable immunity from system transients and,
properly designed; it can be given a very large operating range. Its drop-

-out is within a few percent of its pick-up, so that it can be used where
normal and abnormal conditions are very cl?se together.

These relays can be 2- or 4-pole single-phase, or 8-pole three-
phase. This class includes a split-cup 4-pole unit which is similar to
the 4-pole induction dynamometer relay ;. there are shaded-pole arrange-
ments also,

Fig. 22 (R4sehows the Induction Disc rays. These units may have
either shaded-pole or wattmetric-type magnets driving discs or vanes.
See alsO Fig, 24.

I Irk

The Thermal Type relays (d), include bimetAllic strips or spir4113,
tinimetal strips and thermometric devices such as sylphons or bellows.
They were at one time used as comparators; the thermal movement
acted as a current-operated tripping unit and an electro-magnetic or
second thermal unit energized by.the restraining quantity was arranged
to control the position of a contact and-hence- the operating time.

In !motor protection, tree thermal spirals energised with current
from the three phases control differential contacts in a similar manner.

Their advantages are simplicity and smooth consistent operation;
their principal disadvantage is low torque per volt-amp input,

. (PE1-5-7-30)
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4-Pole Induction Cup Relay Unit
(Exploded View)

Fig. 23
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'Fig. 25 shows an example of the single-phase thainnetallic strip
thermal relay.

Fig. 26 illustrates a balanced beam, type relay using a balanced
woo.

Fig. 27 shows la moving coil relay : (a) a plan view, (b) a side view.

14'0E1-5-7-32)
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POWER ENGINEERING

QUESTION SHEET, .

.14

First Class
Sect. 5, Lect. 7

1. Compare the fault-elearipg abilities of fuses,,,Switehes and relays
ancigive examples of practical applications of each.

Explain. the following-terms with regard to fuses:
(1) Plug
(2) Cartridge
(3) Time-lag
(4) High voltage.

3. Describe one type of contactor used to control a 75 kW motor.

4. (a) Describe the operation of an oil-immersed circuit breaker,.
giving the advantages of oil for arc extinction and control.

(b) What periodic checks and tests should be carried out upon
the oil to maintain its good condition?

5. Air-blast circuit breakers are in use in high-voltage applications.
Describeu the operation of an air-blast breaker explaining how arc
extinction is achieved and restriking avoided.

6. Why is a non-inductive a-c circuit current flow easier to interrupt
than an inductive (log lagging power factor) circuit? Explain.

7. (a) What is the purpose of a relay ?
(13) Describe, with sketches, the operation of any ore type of relay

with which ,you are familiar. State its intended purpose.

8. Show diagramMatically how you would connect the relay you have
described in the foregoing question into its prcktected circuit.

144
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SOUTHERN ALBERTA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
CALGARY, ALBERTA

Correspondence Courses
Power Engineering

SEITION 3

PRIME MOVERS

POWER PLANT ERECTION
AND INSTALLATION

FOUNDATIONS

The first consideration in the erection of a power plant in a particular
location is the adequate support of the mass of the plant. This must take
into account the load bearing properties of the soil, the overall mass of the
items of plant and buildings, and the amount of vibration to be expected.

p

First Class
Lecture 10

Test Boring-

Foundation conditions- of the site should be investigated and the nature
of e soil determined by boring or other means. Unsuspected soft strata at
con = iderable depths below ground level may make the provision of adequate
fowidations a much more expensivertrperation than expected, or alternately
may cause the plant to be damaged through subsequent settlement.if not
discovered and provided for at the time of building.

Once the natudie of the soil under the plant site has been determined,
then the type of foundation to be used can be decided, depending on the load-
bearing qualities of the soil.

Table gives some widely accepted values:

, Table I Suggested Safe Bearing Loads on Soils
.

Nature of 'Soil Bearing Capacity - Todnes/m2

Hard Rock . 160 (and upwards)
Hardpan 85 - 105 .

Gravel 53 - 64
Hard Clay . 32 - 42
.Dry Coarse Sand 32 - 42
Sand and Clay mixed 20
Find wet sand 20
Soft Clay 10 .

114
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The methods used for investigating ground for foundation purposes are.,
generally probing, digging of test. pits, boring,- car by use of test piles.,

P,r9bingiteground consists of driving a probe until it meets hard
grpund. The probe could be made' up from small diameter steel piping in ,

screwed lengths and fitted with a pointed driving head.. It. is driven down
by hamMering,until heat/ resistance indicates the presence of solid
ground..,

This,,method would be used where the feunclations are only expected.to
be shallow it is a simple and inexpensive operation.

Test pits about 1.5 t6 2 m square are dug for inspecting and testing
the for shallow foundations.

Boring would be used for deeperfoundations; here samples of the
strata passed through are brought to the surface for examination.

Timbering
to
Pit

Settlement
Gage

Test
Load

Platform

A test pile' may be
arranged as in Fig. 1 where
the load bearing value of the

__ground is determined
'the load 'applied an

area of the pile by
readings of the pile
ment.

.

The safe bearing
,m4N

pressure fer the founda-
tion design would be taken

%Platform as about one-half of the
Guides yield load value of the

ground.

Test for Bearing Value of Ground
F ill

Tests of these kinds will
show the safe loading per ma
of giound area which can be
used and give a guide to the
type of building construction
necessary.

Types of Building Foundations

If the load per unit area on the building foundation is small and the
load bearing capacity of the soil is reasonable, simple footings will
suffice to support and spread the load.

PE1-3-10-2
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Foundation Wall Footings

Fig. 2(a) is a foundation wall founded upon rock or hardpan.. When
soil of lower bearing capacity is encountered, it may be necessary t
increase the bearing area by addition of a footing.

Fig. 2(b) shows aloundatton wall with footing. In the case of simple
structures, the footings will be. made of unreinforced concrete and the
projection from wall to footing width should not be greater than the depth
of the footings.

Fig. 2(c) and '2(d) show further steps which can be taken to spread
the buildinglload; (c) is a stepped footing, ar51,(d) a reinforced footing to
allow greater,width.

(c)

(a)

Fig. 2

11
011, 4. 0

. .

;
. 0

Z Os,

.0
%.

(d).

These types can be in the form of a continuous footing for a wall Or
individual footings for each column of a structure. In the latter case the
relative sizes of the bases must lie carefully assessed in proportion to the
loads they carry, in order to avoid piny uneven settlement of the building
structure. Footings in ground expoJed to freezing must be carried deep enough
to be beyond the possible penetration of frost.

Where a number of isolated footings marrying the loads on a structure are
arranged in a square or'rectangle and are so shaped,that the footings would take
up most of the available-ground area, raft foundations are usually constructed.
These are in the form of a.concrete block, either solid or cellular,extending over
the whole area of the Structure, so giving an even distribution of the, load to.be
carried.

4>
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CELLULAR RAFT FOUNDATION
Fig.3

e-

' Fig. 3 above gives a section through a power plant arranged upon a
fdundation of this type.

, \
Pil

en the soil beneath the plant building or structure has insufficient
bearing power per square foot to carry the load, a Oiled foundation is usually
provide&

Piles act either to transmit the load on the stru
to a bed of**N3k, In which case they are called pres
load by the friction acting on their l'ength through th
they are called friction pikes.

Piled may b of timber. steel or concrete T
Of uniform orossrection throughout their length an

PE1-3-10-4 I
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ture through soft ground
ilea, or to carry the

sol_ beds in which case

ber or steel piles will be
are driven into place. ,
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Timber piles will be used where the driving is relatively easy; suitable timbers
are Douglas fir, Cedar, Oak and Southern pine. In this case the 'permanent water
line of the soil must be taken into account since a wood-pile below this level is con-
tinuously submerged in water and will remain good but if above this level will be
only damp and the wood will rot.

Sometimes a combination of wood and concrete used to overcome this diffi-
culty, the timber being driven to a depth_below the permanent water level and then
concrete poured on top, up to the required level. Timber piles will carry 15 - 20
tonne per pile whenusedas pressure piles,

Steel piles of H section may be used.where loads in 'excess of about .60 tonne
per pile are required and in situations where the steel will not be damaged by the
corrosive properties' of the soil.

Soncrete piles are more often used than any other type because of their high
load carrylikig capacities together with good resistance to corrosion.

:-tt`

Concrete, piles may be either poured in place or precast and then driven. The
precast types are most often square in section because of ease in moulding and the
large superficial area which is an advantage.,if the pile is to be used as a "friction
pile".

They are heavily reinforced with steel and fitted with a steel head, the size of
pile used depending upon the load, to be carried and the length to be driven. Average
sizes are 300 nun square for a 15 in length up to about 550 nun square for a 30 m,
length, thiq being about maximum. The load carried will be 25 to 60 tonnes per
pile.

Concrete piles which are to be poure in place are made by driving a mandrel
first and filling the hole with concrete or dr ving a steel shell and then filling this'
with concrete. Some types have the shell re oved while filling, others leave it in
place.) In each case reinforcement is Iowere into placepefore

Some types allow some of the concrete t escape froin the bottom to form a
foot. The advantages that the poured piles ave over the precast are that they can
be made to the exktct length required, the can be made with a bulb or foot and they
are not subject to any damage by driving.

The load whisih can be applied' to a pile will depend upon whether it is a "pressure"
or a "friction" pife. Some figures have been quoted for pressure piles as follows:
Wood 15 to 20 tonnes per pile; concrete 25 to 60 tonnes pezApile, and steel 60 tonnes
per pile.

Calculation o the load to be carried by a friction pile is much more difficult..
Methods used inv lve measurement of the energy expended by the pile driving
hammer and fro this is found the.pressure which has been exerted on the top of
the, pile.

r
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Generally the load carried by .a friction pile will be about 20% of that
carried on a pressure pile. A test pile is often driven on the site and test
loads placed on it to check the allowable bearing load.

After setting.in place, all piles are capped with concrete and the
building area is then. made ready to receive the buildings and machinery.

BUILDINGS .

The buildings to be erected to contain a power plant depend upon the
size of the plant machinery, the weather conditions existing in,the area,
and upon the surroundings.

Small power plants may consist of a transportable generating get,
such as that illustrated in Fig. 9, together with a package type boiler, in
which case the plant is assembled at the rnanufacturineworks, and will
require little more than a foundation at the site.

Larger power plants may be indoor, semi-ojatdoor or even wholly -:
outdoor. The choice will be made on relative cost and the effects of the
local weather conditions upon the plant °Oration. The so-called wholly-
outdoor plant would only be considered for the most temperate of
climates.

Outdoor switchgear is frequently adopted for poWer plants and
there is no reason for boilers or turbines to be housed; buildings will
always be necessary, however, for offices, workshops, stores and for
control equipment.

Fig. 4 shows the appearance of a General Electric turbo-generator
located outdoors. This machine is completely encased in a waterproof cover
which is extended over the generator exciter to give "walk-in" covered
space for maintenance of brush gear, etc.

Fig. 5 is a sketch of a similar machine with a turbine end housing
added to allow under-cover. operation.

A semi-outdoor plant will have buildings, enclosing the turbo generators
and their auxiliaries and extending to partly cover the boilers. Fig. 6 gives ,

an illustration of a semi-outdoor station with turbine-generators by Elliot.
,

The boiler control area or firing aisle and the heads of the drums that
have water level controls, gage glasses, etc. will be enclosed in the building;
boiler auxiliaries such as I.D. and F. p. , fans, air heaters, precipitators
and all duct work will be outside. Those parts that are outside have to be
protected against moisture, particularly boiler casingi.where freezing temp
eratures may be encountered and this tends to offset the savings from the
reduction In building costs.

)E1-3-10-6
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The semi-outdoor plant is particularly suited to oil or gas firing. If thefuel used is to be coal then the coal bunkers and coal conveyors.must be covered.

The great majority of power plants will be totally enclosed in buildings of
some kind to give weather protection to plant and personnel, that is, indoor Opts.Here again the type of building chosen will depend upon the weather conditions andthe local surroundings.

Modern boilers of large output rating, say 160 000 kg/h upwards areusually designed to be suspended from strjucturalusteel work so as to have free
expansion downwards. In these cases the boiler steelwork is used as part (24-the building framework with extensions to house the turbines and auxiliaries.

The texternal cladding of the building is most frequently done with someform of weather protected sheet metal together with glass, though brick, stone
or concrete will be used if local authorities demand that the building must conform
in appearance with its surroundings.

Machine Foundations

Heavy items of plant machinery such as reciprocating engines, steam
turbines, pumps, boilers, chimneys, etc. must be set on foundations capable
of supporting their weight and, particularly in the case' of reciprocating engine's ,
of absorbinethe vibrations caused by out-of-balance forces occurring in the
running machinery.,

This is done, in the case of engines and pumps by designing an individual
foundation block to carry each machine; these foundation bilks should be
isolated from each other and from the building foundations to reduce the
transmission of vibrational forces to a minimum.

Some items of hinery, for example small pumping or generating sets
as illustrated in Figs. 7, 8 and 9, are generally shipped to the site on their
baseplates and it will be unnecessary to remove the pump and its drive from
the baseplate while setting in place and levelling. In this case the baseplate
is set on the concrete foundation, separated from it by plates and wedges orshims, allowing 20 to 50 mm between baseplate and foundation block for grout-ing. The shims will then be adjusted until the machine itself is satisfactorily
levelled and rout poured around the baseplate.

Larger items of the plant, for example reciprocating engingtSvill be
dismantled after arrival on site and then rebuilt on their foundations, levelling
and lining up each part in the process.

A Fig. 10 shows an illustration of a gas turbine generator unit supported
upon steel foundations.. Mention was made in the lecture on.Gas Turbines of
.their relative, light, weight is comparison with a steam power plant of equivalent
output.

Central station turbo-generators will be shipped to site in. pieces and built
up on location.

PE1-3-10-8
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TRANSPORTABLE
350 kW, 1482 kPa, 270°C, 10 kPa condenser pressure.

Fig. 9

Turbine Flamelubes 'Comp 'saw Gearcue Generator Carder
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CONCRErkTrIOR FOUNDATIONS

Concrete is a mixture of cement, fine aggreg te, coarse aggregate, and water.
The water reacts chemically with the cement, cau ing the water-cement paste to
harden and thus bind the aggregate particles toge r.

Concrete mixtures are defined by the relation 'etween the amount of cement,
the amount of fine aggregate and the amount of co: se aggregate, for example a
1 ; 3 : 6 concrete contains 1 part cement, 3 part: fine' aggregate, and 6 parts
coarse aggregate. These proportions may be spec fied by mass or by volume.
Specification by mass is more accurate but more d ficult and costly; specification
by volume is more practical and gives reasonable accuracy.

Portland cement is the principal type used, be g strong and rapid setting.
Natural cements are occasionally used in small pr rtions with Portland in special
cases where a concrete is required for structures ith severe weather exposure.

Aggregates

Fine aggregate usually consists of fine ry sharp sand, though stone screenings
may be used provided they have similar ch racteristics.

Coarse aggregate should be well-graded crushed stone or washed gravel: It
must be clean and it must be proportionately grad") from about 6 mm up to a max.i!-
mum depending on the work in hand. About 20 mm max for small reinforced work
or thin walls and 50 mm max for larger blocks.

It is important that the coarse aggilegate be wel -graded from fine to coarse
because in this manner the voids will be kept to a m nimuin.

Water

The water used must be clean, free from oil, acids, organic matter, etc. and
fresh (not salt).

4.

It is generally accepted that the strength of the 6oncrete will depend entirely .

upon the water-cement ratio, *ovided that other conditions are correct. Too little
water will prOduce weak concrete equally as easily ais will an excess of water.

. For normal concrete work, where the compacting is to be done by hand the
water content should be between 50 and70 litres. per 100 kg of cement used.

Proportions

As mentioned earlier, the concrete mixture is defined by the proportions of
(1) cement, (2) fine aggregate, and (3) coarse aggregate, in the mixture.

inThe following are typical mixtures, specified by vol e:
1 : 3 : 6 for mass concrete, solid concrete floor etc.
1 : 2 : 5 for plain concrete, machine foundational, ordinary foundations, walls
1 : 1 : 2 for high strength concrete columns andOrders.

1 i;5

etc.
PE1-3-1011
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Gcneral Remarks

The concrete when mixed must have sufficient "workability" to allow it to reach
0 the corners of forms and around reinforcements etc. This will depend upon the

mixture used and on the water-cement ratio; a method of measuring the consistency
or workability is by the "slump" test.

An open ended concial shell, 200 mm diametqr at the base and 100 mm at the
top, 300 mm in height is filled with the concrete to be tested, rodded and then the
slump measured from the original 300 mm height i after the shell is lifted off.
Typical figures are 75 - 125 mm for mass concrete, 150 - 230 mm for reinfopced
concrete in confined horizontal sections.

The mass of concrete varies with the proportions of the mix, the consistency
and the character of the aggregates used, but on the average will be 2330 kg/m3
of gravel or crushed-stone concrete.

The strength of concrete is usually quoted as kPa of ultimate compression
strength; tests to determine these figures are carefully carriedoutin accordance
with A.S.T.M. standards. Average strengths are 14 000 - 21 000 kPa.

Curing of Concrete - Concrete hardens because of chemical reactions which
take place between the cement and the water. These reactions continue indefinitely
as long as there is still moisture present, and the temperatures grelfavoUrable....
The strength of concrete increases with age and the conditions under which:it'cuiees.

In general, good practice requires, that all concretelihou d be protected against
premature drying out for at ltiast one week, and fot,klanger timeif,the temperature
is near the freezing point. If curing is doneinciry'lltmOspheric''Condrtions Borne of ,

the water will evaporate before the chemical reactions have had time to produce
,

good strength in the concrete.
1.

.
The strength of concrete increases rapidly at.tirst aiid then,more slowly for

an indefinite period; the increase stremgth.from 7 to 28 days after pouring is'
about equal to the-increase from-61nonths to 2 yeai.s. Wherithe water has evapora-.
ted, no further increase in stretigthisipossible.

, .

, .

4

.
I.

- !' it
Contraction and Expansion,-,COnerete.,will expand with rising telAdiAttlile,*46

contract with falling temperatare,, the average coefficient of ekpansion being6'.*
1.0-6. Concrete will a4io contract wheddry and expand 0104 i.Vet(10al;iii property
is not confined to newly poured concrete, but also, adolteS4o old

New concrece when .drying out will contadt:430.aboutk.6.top:05 pee cent Of its
volume and if submerged in water after thisit,WOuld rereXpand,by about half of this ?;.,
amount. :' ;

,

Adhesion - The adhet4On,of::ioncretio to previous work is sometimes import t,:, .,...,,al
The old concrete shouldike thoroughly wetted, cleaned, roughened and coated.wit
cement grout before the new:condrete is iSliided-..,':.if the old concrete is not thor-
oughly we ed, it will dr-aw'moistOr'e from the new concrete', leaving insufficient 4(4;,.. ..

water for ect conWstchcy and hence producing weakConcrete at the joint.

1 A

..t
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A small reciprocating engine and generator can be taken as being a rtpresen-
Lathe 'sample of a small plant item.

k The proceaTire to be carried out in setting this machine upon its foundations
will generally follow the steps listed below:

I . Construct foundations.
2. Set engine bedplat9 on foundations.
3. Align and level up engine beaplate-or sub-base.
4. Grout in engine bedplate or sub-base.

AO

r0. (+we engine on bedplate and bolt down.
f; . INace generator stator and bearings in position.
7. Line up engine and generator bearings.
H. FR engine shaft, check bearing clearances and alignment.
9. Check air gaps in the generator stator.

Dealing with these points in turn:

The fuudations will- be proportioned according to the engine mass. Recipro-
cating stlam engines may be taken as a "rule of thumb" to be 60 kg in mass for
each indicated kW of output, and the foundation block required will be roughly 1. m3
In volume for each 10 kW. The foundation bolts are located in their correct posi-
tions by th-use of arooden template such as th4t shown in Fig. 11.

'Location of the template should be carefully checked for proper alignm,ciit with
the centre line of the engine. The foundation bolts are set in boxes or pipesnis
hhuwn so-that they will not be rigid and.can be moved to align with the cored bolt
holes In Or! engine bedplate.

.1

These pipes should be set about 25 mm beloW the top of the concrete so that in
case will the bedplate rest on the pipe.. The bolt projection should be checked,to

assure at least a full nut fit on each bolt. The concrete foundation block must be
given ample time to set before placing the engine on it. .4

The engine bedplate or spb-base is now set upon the foundation block and level-
led by Meal,", of steel wedges and plates, taking care that the level is checked in
hoth longitudinal and transverse directions. The bedplat should be set so as to
nllwv about. zo" to mm between bottom of bedplate and fop of foundation block for.
rt elating.

The env,in manufacturers will usually supply a foundation drawing for this part
i,f Ow work giving details of the thickness of shims to be used, etc.

15
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The grouting in place is done by placing wooden strips, forming a small
dam, around the outer edge of the engine bedplate as shown in Fig. 12(a), and
pouring in the grout from one direction so as to exclude air spaces. The grout
mixture should be 1 part Portland cement with 3 parts sand and sufficient water
to.make a liquid,mix of the consistency of a heavy Cream. The grout should
be rodded and worked as much as possible - in some cases a wire cable or
chain can be pulled through while pouring, or a well and plungerArrangement
set up as shown in Fig. 12(b), so that the grout goes into place under a
positive head,' all of the above procedures being aimed at providing a completely
filled grouting space with all air spaces eliminated.

There are ready-mixed grouts available on the market for this work,
designed to give little or no shrinkage on setting. The levelling wedges
should he removed before the cstibrete has completely hardened. The grout
should be allowed to harden b:efate pulling the engine bedplate down with the
foundation bolts.'

.

The engine is then -set, on the bedplate and checked .for level, taking care
that only machined surfaces are used as reference points.

Lining up. Small Machines

With the engine set on its foundation and levelled correctly, the crank-
shaft is set in plice and the bearings checked for clearances.

ltis than necessary to line up the "driver" and 'driven" parts of the
engine set, that is, a, steam engine must be lined up with its gener-ator or a
compressor lined up with its driving motor.

"`.
In many cases the,enginemr compressor crankshaft and the generator

or inotorshaftwill be eaeh"separately supported in their bearings and lining
up the two simply entails efecking the alignment between two coupling faces.

In. some cases however, the generator or motor has only one bearing,
the outboard bearing. Fig,. 13 illustrates this type and in this case the lining '
up .becomes a little moV3ettripieLt

The folloWingis the recommended procedure for a Hollis and Morcom
engine this type.

It should be pointed 'out that the object of lining out correctly 'is-to .

prevent any bending of the crankshaft.:Inaccurate alignment will cause the
crankshaft to bend toaTi. d fro during each revolution and sooner or later it
will break. The break will Probably:occur either trough the crank arm at
A , Fig. 13, or the rank pin at B.

The best way to'deteet this bending is.by
openiAg and closing of the distance C betweenit
rotated.

measuring accutately the
he crank webs as the shaft is
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GIAVTTY MOUTING'ples 1000ING owl WORKING

This is the most common method of grouting.
Much depends upon the complete flowability
of the grout plus adequate rodding and working
into place in.the.shortest period of time.\

(a)

Wilt sod KOWA! PRESSURE GIOVIUM
IM 10(10 WIDE IMPUTES

.This.method is effectively employed whore
hedPlates are over 2.5 to 3 m wide. Successful
grouting depends upon flowing the grout from
one side to the other. Strong, well anchored
forms and uninterrupted flow of grout are
absolutely essential

O4tboard Flywheel
fearing "

(b)

Dover

4,

Engine Cranks

.4.

Point
Gauge Feelers.

LINING OUT ENGINES AND SINGLE BEARING GENERATORS'

OR COMPRESSORS WITH SINGLE BEARING MOTQRS",
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With the engine set upon its bedplate, levelled and bolted down, and with the
crankshaft, .flywheel and bearings in place, place the crank next the flywheel in a
horizontal position. Make a point-gage to the width between the crank webs on the
centre lino of the shaft. Check this dimension with the crank turned through 180°
to the opposite horizontal position.

Now turn the rankshaft around to bring the crank pin to the `'bottom centre,
support the mass o flywheel on slings or on wedges forced betweeti the under-
side of the flywheel,rixn nd the foundation until the width between the crank webs,
when tried with the point :ige, is the same as when the crank was in the horizontal
position. Care should be taken not to damage the surface of the flywheel..

Bring the generator ro or into position with its coupling face close to the fly-
wheel coupling face without ctually touching, supporting the rotor temporarily on
slings or wedges.

djust the position o the rotor to bring the coupling faces exactly parallel as
measth\ed with feeler ga es.

Set the generator tboard bearing in position, fitting shims under the bearing
pedestal as requir o raise the bearing to the rotor shaft so that when the rotor
temporary supports are removed the bearing takes the mass of the rotor without
altering the coupling setting.

Fit the coupling bolts, harden up the nuts and remove all temporary supports
from flywheel and rotor:

Using the point gage, measure the width behteen crank'webs with the shaft
turned. to top; bottom and mid-stroke positions. It will pro ably be found; when
checking against the original point gage measureitent, that t e width, between webs
is now greater when the crank is on bottom centre and less hen the crank is on
top centre. If this is so, add additional- shim8 to the generat r bearing. until the
widths became equal in the two _pail/tent:7

These additional shims have conipensated.for the total'd ection of engine'and
generator shafts due to thv mass.of .flywheel and generator ro or. If half of this
additional shim thiclinOSs is now. removed from under the generator bearing.the-
deflection.Wirl be divided appraxiMatelyi between engine and r for shafts.

S

The width between crank webs'sliould,now show 0..025 m more with crank on
bottorn centre .than on top and thW is taken as botng a satisfy ory setting.

Bolt the generatorbearing,permanently into place and m e a final gage check
,. on the crank webs;

With the engine and generator bearings lined up in this way the machine should
in freely 'by hand.

110 -3-10-17
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Fig. 14 gives another illustration of a typical ftaigue crack due to.misalign- e
ment and .he location of the dial gage used to cheek the crank web measurement,.

Turbine Foundations

The foundation blacks for small mechanical drive turbines used for
driving individual fans, pumps, etc. where the turbine Ls set on a small bedplate.
carrying the whole machine, will be constructed M a similar manner to that
described for the reciprocating engine and the bedplate levelled and grouted in
the same, way.

Foundation blocks for the larger, central' station type of turbo-alternator
hots are much more complicated structures. In this ease the condenser for the

, turbine is underslung so as to enable the exhaust from the turbine to enter
directly into the top of the condenser; this method obviates exhaust steam
pipework between turbine and condenser and th losses due to pipe friction, etc. ,

It means, however, that the foundation block mu be high enough to accommodate
the condenser so that this block becomes a large unforced concrete structure.

Fig. 15 gives, an example of .a foundation block.of this kind.

Separate blocks are poured for the alternator and t e turbine foundations
and then heavy steel girders laid across to, bridge the two t t,the turbine floor
level. The condenser is supported on stools under the exha st end- of the turbine'.
Spaces are left in the alternator block for the air cooler or he hydrogen cooling.
equipment and the turbine block for the steam pipework.

The centreline of the machine is established and holes-drilled in the
foundation steelwork to take the holding-down bolts. From the centre line the
positions of the packing pieces which are to eventually support the machine from
the steelwork are measured off, and the.steelWork at these various positions is
faced up in order that the packing pieces when fitted, will bed down squarely.

4
Fig. 16 shows the appearance of a foundation block for an Allis.,-Chalmei

close coupled, cross-compound 300 Iii1W machine with the sub-sole plates (or
packing pieces) in place.

The bedplate is then set down approximately in its correct position and
thekturbine cylinder bottom half casing set down on the bedplate. The cylinder
is levelled longitudinally and transversely using a icing straight edge and
accurate spirit level. This is done by raising or lowering the bedplate by means
of steel wedges and adjusting the thickness of the packing pieces until the turbine
is dead level.

Fig. J7 shows the arrangement..

PEI -3-10-18,
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Lining tip a Turbine

The turbine mass will be supported by the cylinder feet resting on the bedplate
and where there is more than one cylinder .eachmust be lined up with the next No
that the turbine shafts will match up at the -couplings.

'4)

Turbo-machinery of the sizes.uSed in central generating station work are, as
a rule, erected at themaker's works at time of construction. ,During this erection,
process the bearings are bedded into their housings. and to the shaft joUrnal,so that
each turbine spindle is satisfactorily houSed in its respective cylinder. There
remains the task cif lining up all cylinders of the machine in place.

Wire Line Method -

The wire line method is generally used to check the alignment of "bearings
carrying shafts which are to be coupled together. In this method the..shafts; are'.

-lifted out and a steel mire stretched throughout the machine along the bearing
centre lines. The free ends of the wire 'are carried over a pin or pulle:y.ataph
end of the machine and loaded with a fairly heavy mass.

The wire is accurately centred in each of the 'end bearings and. fixed (n. that
position. The intermediate bearings- are then adjusted so that meaSUreMentS taken
to the wire with pin and feeler gages show that these bearings are,coliiicar:Avith the
end bearings.

When doing this, due allowance 'must'be made for the sag-inthe.wite; if piano
wire is used, loaded with a good mass (about 15 7 20 kg) ever avglley so

. as to reduce friction of movement to a mipimum, the sag in the Wiro.will be, about
0:125 mm for a span of 3 m. This incre ses rapidly with the length of span how-
ever, and at 9 m may be as much as 1 mm.

This method is illustrated in Fig. 18.
44 .

When a turbine shaft lies in its bearings it takes up a slight curvature due to
its own mass. If two such shafts had their bearings in line and in the same hori-
zontal plane (as would be achieved by an alignment method such as the wire line)
their coupling faces would not be exactly parallel.

V
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Level
Straight Edge

Level of
Grouting

Pulley

Packing Pieces Wedges

END VIEW Or TURBINE DURING ERECTION
Fig, 17

"al Wire thr u.. h k me

o.smoti

41"
EIF"f
Gxt, Turbine

End
Bearing

STRETCHED INIRE METHOD
OF ALIGNING BEARINGS AND GLAND BORES

g

Fig. 19 gives a sketch,of this condition and the steps taken to correct it.
(a) shows a turbine shaft and a.generator shaft with all 'four bearings

in line..
(b) shows how the coupling between the shafts would appear under

these conditions. Note that the Coupling faces are open At the top .

(shown exaggerated for clarity) -.
(c) and (d) are two methods employed to enable the coupling faces to be

lined up. The most-generally used method is that shown in (c) in
which the generator outer bearing only is raised up until the faces
are parallel. The same condition can be achieved by lowering the
two inner bearings astkown in (d).

1.60
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Bearing No. 1

- 22 - 4

Bearing No. 2 Bearing No. 3 Bearin: No.4

4TurbMe . .1 Generator

(C)

,Fag; 19

(d)

If the coupling is to be of the mid, type, the bolts can now be tightened
up without causing a bending moment to be set up. If it is of a exible nature
then this shaft setting will cause the minimum amount of relativ movement
between coupling faces as the shaAs rotate.

Summarizing, the wire line method can be used to line up a' &thine bar-
but should be followed up by coupling alignment, particular y in large ,

hinds.

0
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Lin ink uj.Lby kihalt Couplirtm

Coupling measurements may be used as the main method of shaft alignment
in some cases, Fig, '40 indicates the measurements that wouid be taken.

The ease shown is of a solid coupling with the two shafts having couplings of
the same diameter, Readings are taken as at Y using a straight edge laid across
the coupling faces and as. at X with wedge or feelers.between the faces,.

The rea$ ings arc taken with the shafts rotated together through 360(rat points
1, 2, 3, .and 4. t .

The X readings will show whether the axes of the shafts4lire set at an angle tx)
one another and the Y readings whether the shafts pre displaced in the vertical or
hyrizontal planes.

--...144g...21(a) shows the appearance of the V readings at No. 1 and 3 positions,
*

with shaft axes parallel but displaced vertically.

The a' ove measurements are based on the assumption that the qoupling on
each stmt. is set true on its own shaft. Il a coupling should be out ot true the. X
readings mild show as indicated on Fig. 21(b).

When applying this method to the alignMent of the relatively-long shafts .e-
ployed in turbine construction, (Iv allowance must be made for the curvature
of the shaft due to its own weight. When the bearings are exactly in line the
coupling faces will be open at the top as mentioned previously.

The amount of this opening will vary with the shaft mass and length, 4ing
0.025 to 0.05 min on a small turbine, up to 0.6 to 0.15 mm ona large ma9hine.
Compensation is then made by adjustment of bearing heights as mentioned on
Page 41.

When some form of flelltble coupling is used he coupling alignment proce-
dure will be more complicated. The turbine manufacturers will generally design
and supply special equipment for use in lining up these shafts. Fig. 22:(a) and

^ 22 (h) showsshaft alignment gages for use on shafts fitted with flexible couplings.
Ile.re a test bar is clamped to one side of the coupling, and the shafts are rotated
together through'iour 'quarter turns exactly as for the solid evplings. X and Y
readings are taken as indic,ated rand are interpreted.in the sat", manner as for

0 solid couplings.

In some cases the manufacturer will supply a shaft alignment gage as irk
Fig. 23 in.whiqh case the turbine shafts or bearing joUrnals are used as the
reference poin s. The gage is wide enough in spread to bridge over the flexible
coupling and lo gienough in each leg to allow feeler gage readings to be taken on.
tither shaft to how any slope on that shaft. The edges of the two legs arc
machined true and in line.'

0
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41i.Fig. 20

Straight Edge
(a)

(b)

-4

Fig.

Touching

(b)

(a)

Fig,a3

Fig.22 (b).
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If the gage is apPliedlo the top of the shafts as in the diagram (Fig. 23)
and the gage and shaft are in contact.with each other over the whole length of

'each sidle, then the shaftilligrunent (in the vertical plane) is correct.

Similarly, thti horizontal alignment can bo checked. by laying the gage on
the horizontal joint of the machine and checking to shafts in this position.

. 7

Note, that it is not necessary to rOtate die' shafts for thesse Checks.

If the gage is held in contact with one of the two shafts hi the 'vertical
position and shows a gap of say 0.5 mm evenly along the length of the face
over the other shaft, then that shaft is, parallel but set 0.5 mm too low.

Under the same conditions, if the gap under the gage at the Recond shaft
measures say 9.75 mm at one end and 0.8 mm at the other, it indicates that
the second shaft is low and also that the shafts are not parallel.

Completion of Machine Erection

. With the turbine foundations laid, the bedplate levelled, the shafts in
place and lined up, the condenser would then be set in place and bolted to
the turbine exhaust. :(The procedure involved here has been mentioned in
Lecture (i, this Sect. on (;ondenser's). The turbine blading radial and
axial clearances and the Labyrinth gland clearances would be carefully
checked,,the.thrust bearings set in place and the liners controlling the
turbine spindle axial oil float fitted and checked, Then when all clearances
are satisfactory.; the cylinder covers would be set in place and the steam.
pipework conneted up.,

Guide columns are fitted to each corner of the bottom half casing and .

marked with numbtered rings, to assist in keeping the top half casing
absolutely level while lowering into pined. A similar arrangement of guide
angle brackets is used to assist in lifting he turbine spindles in or ofyt of
place.

Fig. 24 gives a diagram of the arrangement. The spindle guide brackets
are numbered Oland the cylinder cover guide columns 0 '7 The distance
"P" on the g,tii(le.columns indicates the parallel portion. Above this position
the columns taper offtto a reduced diameter.

Fig. 25 shows the arrangement of lifting gear usedfor a 60 Mw three
cylinder C.A. Parsons machine. Note the specially constructed lifting beams
with correct sling lengths and balance weights so as to pick up turbine spindle
or casings and keep. them horizontal.

I
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. END VIEW OF TURBINE WITH COVER LIFTED
Fig. 24

Fitting of Alternator Rotor',

The alternator stator will have been set upon its bedplate and levelled J and
the centres through the base checked during the time.of lining up with the wire line.
The rotor is the% threaded into place from the exciter end. The pngine room crane
is used ti) pick up the rotor and a steer skid plate..:- shaped to the stator ''base is
laid in place in the stator. The motor is then threaded into the stator, and as far aip
the crane can handle it using 'successive lifts. (Often the outboard bearing pid
pedestal ai-e. hung on the rotor end .at this time in order to provide balancd weight.

Fig. '46 gives a diligram of the arrangement; The whole operation must be,.
carriod out with the greatest of care to avoidotamage to the rotor or to the stator
core:

0) Note: When designing the plant layout of th building, sufficient room must, be allowed
to permit withdrawal of the alternat r rotor. Sim arly allowances must be made
to give space for the removal of alte nator hydro en cooler sections (if fitted)
and for the withdrawal and replacem nt of condd ser tubes.

.0
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The following bara.graphs relate to power plant pipework layouts.

The principles to be followed in the installation of alb sections of the
pipework may be summarised as follows:

1., The layout chosen must ensure maximum reliability of the Plant
to be served. This may mean that certain sections must be completely,
dupliaated.,

2. It should be possible.:to carry out inspection and maintenance on
any ,section of the Plant without the need for complete shut down.

3. The pipes for the main steam, feed water, and circulating water
systems should be of sufficient size to allow for future extensions to the
plant. -

4. The routes chosen should be as diilleet and simple as possible.

5. Valves and interconneeting pipes should be as few as possible,
but bearing in mind the need for sectionalising for maintenance. Valves
should be grouped and positioned to facilitate- operttion.

6. Adequate provision must be made for drainage ancj for, air release.

7. Provision,must be made for expansion and contraction.

8.-The pipes should be in the longest possible lengths to reduce the
',number of joints. ;Joints and. jointing materials should be standardised.

9. Template pipes, -or "closers'.' should be as few .as possibleto.
reduce erection time.

10.- Main supply piping should. not be laid- in trendheS irtOt can-be
avoided. Maintenance becomes dillicult, and.,.leaks etc: may go undetected.

. 11. 'articular ca-rt, must 'be. taken to 'allow sufficient flexibility:in the'
pipes coNecting up to fixed items of the plant, such as engines condensers,
pumps etc. to prevent undue strains caused by Ocpansion'and contraction.'

,Main Steam Pipes
.

The steam pipework layout is the one ,which Is most difficult to arrange
satisfaCtorily since this 1.S the one which will experienCe the greatest temper-
ature changes.. Adequate al1oN6.nce must be made for the Consequent expansion
and contraction. .Steel pipework expand'approximately 25: mm for. 50°C
rise in tempei'ature per 30 m of pipe length.,

0
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Expansion may be allowed for by arranging the pipe layout so that the
.,whotc.structureis flexiblq, or by the inclusion of expansion loops Or corrur:
gated bends. These latter are often used in restricted areas and particularly
Where the steam pipe connects to a fixed item of the. plant such as the main
steam turbine:

Piping can withstand greater strains when at low temperature than when
at high-tempe'rature; advantage can be taken of this fact by Using a system of
"cOld.springing!'....in this arrangement,the expected expansion in a run of
piping is'ealculated, the piping is shortened by about 75% Of this figure, and
then stretched when being put into place cold.

The cold stress then remains constant but the hot stresses will reduce
%vith rise in temperature.

This extra stress due to cold springing must be taken into account
when caleulating.the.required thickness of piping for the steam mains.

COMMISSIONING

The following are,,some remarks upon the procedure of starting up a new
,plant after, installation. ..A thermal power plant consisting of boiler , or boilers,
turbo-Wernators together with the auxiliary equipment, is taken as a repres-7
entative example..

Li

Auxiliary #Services

"It is to bfr'expected that the plant services air, water and electricity
would be installed during the completion of the buildings and would be completed
andgavailatile !adore the major items of the plant. The cooling water supplies to
main condensrs, lubricating oil coolers, transformer oil coolers, etc. should
he checked ,as completed. Similarly the station compressed air system and the
auxiliary efeettical supply system should be checked, tcsted for air leakage or
for electricikl ground faults, and put into service on completion.

This will alloW the auxili*y plant items to be tested as soon as their
lastallation is iitinaplete, e.g. 41 motors testedfor correct rotation,. boiler
"fans, eir,culating water pumps ash crushers,- coal feeders, motorised valves,
etc.. tried. oillgandirun sufficiently to indicate satisfactory, performance bekre
being,pur into service.

Boilers

si The boilers are always the first major.item.of plant to be required for use.
. . The fuel supply s stem must be completed and tested, coal feeders run, bunkers

" filled, pulverised fuel, mills run, air preheaters checked and all fans run. Mean-
,

while the boiler' i elf will be examined aid hydrostatically tested together with
its steam and feet! lines. At this time the feed water treatment system could be
tried out and if possible a reserve stock of treated wateemade ready.-

C.
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The boiler must next be boiled out, following. closely to a predetermined
programme of successive pressure raising,, together with chemical treatment,
finally being emptied, washed out, and examined internally. Particular atten-
tion must be paid to areas of slow circulation, mud drums, etc, and. to drum
internals. (See A. S, M. E. Code, Section VII for details. )

\'team pressure will next be raised for fl( acing and setting of safety
valves. Th?:* must be done to the satisfaction of )ection authorities
and records kept of the "simmer" lift and resent pressur - . During this time
boiler water sampling and chemical -feed systems should be tried out, and the
boiler controls checked and operated.

4,

Turbines

When the turbine erection is Complete the lubrieatingoil.'System will be
filled and oil circulated by the separately driven oil pumps. This will serve to
test all pipework etc. for leakage and to flush.through.the.bearings.

Many companies purchase a flushing oil charge from the oil supplier for
this purpose, this i!harge being emptied and replaced with regular lubricating
oil after the first few hours of running.

The turbine oil-operated governor and control system should be tried out
as far as possible at this time, cheging band and remote control of emergency stop
valves and the operation of all protective devices suc$i.as low oil pressure, low
vacuum, etc.

Before steam is supplied to the turbines for the first time, it is very
necessary to take the precaution of making a careful examination of the steam
supply pipes, for foreign matter left,dUring erection, such as welding rods.,
slag, scale, scrap metal and even tools. hi many cases the steam line is
diverted temporarily at some convenient point in its run, and blown through to
atmosphere with low pressure steam.

The standard steam strainer at the turbine stop valve should be replaced
with a fine mesh strainer and examined periodically during the turbine commis-
sioning period.

Insulation (or lagging) 'is applied to the tine cylinder casings and in the
case of .high Oressure and temperature himi&thiS consists of a considerable
thickness of plastic viiaterial which must be dried out by heat after application.
The heat is obtained y supplying low.pressure and temperature steam to the
machine, meanwhile rotating the spindle with the machine barring-gear.

This is the first occasion of steam supply to the turbine..

Alleut this time all of the turbine auxiliaries will be checked out. The feed.
heaters will be pressure tes,ted and their body relief valves and.feed water by-
pass valves..tested.

177
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The .condenser must be tested for tube lbakage by filling n the steam side
(See Lecture .7 , Page 18) and the vacuum raising'equipment test d. Ineidentally
it is good policy to allow s e time for this latter operation If a missioning

ble, or programme i INing drawn up; the first attempt at ra mg vacuum
is set m entirely 'successful.

When all this has been satisfactorily concluded the turbine may e
given a short run up to full speed and on no load.

The main and auxiliary' steam piwork should then be examined fii$
leakage and the operation of all pipe hangers and expansion devices checked

The turbine overspesed trips should be tested during this run. All dratqp
should be left open during this time and (in the case of reactiOn machines) the k,:

turbine blade clearances -set to maximum. Some manufacturers fit orifice
plates in the turbine cylinder drains at this. stage and leave these drains open
throughout-all of these te8t runs, including the first runs on lad.

' I

Alternators

The main alternators, in common with all of the electrical machinery ih
the plant, will undergo an insulation test, It is usual to dry out the alternator
before putting it into service. This is done by .run ing it with the main leads
short circuited either 'at full speed or at reduced si q.ld but .in any case.th
only sufficient excitation t rto give I safe stator eurre The insulation resistance
should be measured at frequent intervals during this rying-but run. It will 6e
found that the insulation resistance will fall rapidly at the start of.the run due to
the increase in winding temperatures until it reaches a tinimum and then slowly
increase again as the moisture is driven off.

A

The windings should be well ventilated the whole time, and the run continued
.until a satisfactory, steady reading is reached. During the early part of the run a
500 volt hand driven megger ,is the best instrument to use for measurement c the

. insulation resistance, since the minimum reading may go as low as 1 megoh
4t the end of the run. the reading will be 100 megohms or more, and here a 2500
*It motor driNsen megger is usually used, running the rnegger for several minutes
before taking each insulation resistance reading.

.

4,116cks should be carried out on the atrurnator elelical protective system.
at this time and.over-voltagb tests carried out.if these are required.

Finally ttv alternator is phased out and the phase rotation checked prepar-
atory to beings synchronised onto the bus-bar system. . ,

.

The whole pInt is now. ready to,be run on load, and very careful attention
should be paid to the manufacturer's instructions for running up and loading,
particularly to. the recommended rate of loading up..

,
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I. Performance Tests

Tests should be carried out of major items of the plant fairly soon

after commissioning with two purposes -in mind. First to provebthat the plant

performance is up to guarantee, and second to provide a set of test figures which

can be used as a basis of comparison for later performance checks. This is'best

carried out while all heat transfer surfaces are still relatively clean and the

physical condition of wearing parts is close. to*new.

Tests sliced be run in accordan with A.S. M. E. or other aPspiicable

test codes and written up in form which allows direct comparison.withthe

glutranteed or specified performance figures."'

A.S. M. E. power test codes are available for almost all equipment to be

tested in a power station. These codes outline items needed for calculation of

equipment performance and give the precautions to be observed inyreparing,

making, calculating and reporting the tests. Copies of these test codes and the

forms for reporting tests are available from the American Society Of Mechanical

Engineers, 29 West 39th Street, New York 18, N.Y.

The tests should be run at the guaranteed load conditions together with a

series of 'toads chosen to give the purchaser a guide to the characteristics Of the

machines at part loading.

It is advantageous to have these performance tests carried out by some

person-or organization acceptable to both supplier and purchaser in case any item

of theplant does not meet specificatior and some.penalt7C,lause in the contract has

to be invoked.

I

1 7j
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'1'he following diagrams give some illustrations of power plant construction:

Figs. 27 and 28 are extracts from General Electric publications giving

outline sizes and masses for 15 MW and 30 MW steitin driven turbo-alternators.

Note that removal dimensions are included for alternator rotors and alternator

stator coolers.

Fig. 29 is a cross-sectional view of the Riverside Station Consolidated Powei

Cu. , Baltimore, showing one 230 000 kg per hour steain generator gam' 60 MW

turbine, 5860 kl'a, 480°C steam conditions at the turbine stop valve. Here' the

'boilers are suspended from steelwork which forms the basis of the station building.
so

The completed nature of the turbo ternator foundation block can .,alo 66 seen.

Fig. 30 shows a cross-section' through a gas turbine electricity generating

plant of A . 1._; .1. manufacture. The r:is turbineis a simple cycle, non-regenerAing

single shaft machine rated at 6.5 M . Approximate size of the turbine room is

21 m by7.5 m.

14;1. -3-102.34
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OWER, ENGINEERING

Assuriiing a.. site has been decided upon, for a 100 MW power
,7; ,. Plant , 4explain* My/one method, of determining the load-bear ing

properties.ef theT'soil.

g. Having determined' the load which can be carried by the soil at
the aboviiilant stie,,disouss the foundatiOn arrangement which,

:

u

First Class
Sect. '3, Lect. 10

you thiii mild' be. necessary.

. (a)* if the,foundation of a package type, geared turbo- generator
unit.,- was to settle' at one end during operation , what faults
would rail expect to develop in' the unit?

(b) - Explain the step -by -step procedure of installing a small
reciprocating engine and generator: Specify the quality of
the Coopreke,ithat should be used. r

V

4. Piano,wIre Tsorpetimes used in lining up turNpe bearings and )
engine cylinders; explain how you would line up a plebe of mach-
inery with this methkl. Make a sketch showing how the wire is
supported.'

5. (a) What is the object of checking alignment ofla crankshaft?
(b) Sketch a. section of a crankshaft andshow whal. type .of crack

may; develop.

6. (a) Describe an accurate method of lirring'up an engine and single
"1 beiiring generator.

(b) What allOwance would you make for crankshaft deflection due
to its.oW.in weight?

Z. (a)" Shaft alignmentis also attained by lining, up the shaft couplings.
Show with sketches this method Of measuring for alignment and
explain fully how this is doire.

(b) Sketch a shaft'alignment gage (bridge gage) and explain how you
..would use it to lineQup.a shaft.

8. Describe the procodure involved in the installation of a large alter-
nator rotor within the alternator stator. illutrate your answer with
sketches.

4.
(a), What corisikerationS should be given to the pipework layout in a

power plant?
Give three me hoes of allowing for expansion in taiedm piping and
give the advan gee' of "cold springing'" over the ether Methods.

-M. (a) Explain briefl. how you would start up a new thermal power plant
consisting of filers, turbo - alternators and 4uxikiary equipment.

(b) Why is it im rtOnt to tak p the plant is in,
commission? .

Vfr

.
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